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ON MASS CONSERVATION FOR ICE SHEETS∗
EVAN M. CUMMINGS†
In memory of Professor Toma ‘Thomas’ Tonev, 1945–2015.1
Abstract. A new continuum-mechanical formulation is proposed which encompasses all material
processes within and surrounding an ice sheet. Using this formulation, the balance of mass and
free-surface relations for ice sheets are derived and elaborated upon. The resulting three-dimensional
mass-balance relation is then integrated vertically to produce an ice-sheet quasi-mass-balance relation
in the horizontal plane, and is demonstrated to reduce velocity errors in regions with high magnitude
surface gradients. An analytic velocity satisfying the corrected mass-balance relation is formulated
as a means to verify future numerical ice-sheet models.
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Notation.
u rank-zero tensor (scalar)
u rank-one tensor (vector)
u rank-two tensor (matrix)
uᵀ, uᵀ transpose of tensor u or u
u⊥, u‖ perp./tangent comp. of u
u · v scalar product
u¯, u¯ vertical average of u or u
uˆ normal vector uˆ = u/‖u‖
∂iu partial deriv. of u w.r.t. i
diu derivative of u w.r.t. i
∇u gradient of u
∇ · u divergence of u
u˙ time derivative of u
u˚ non-diff. rate of change of u
Empiricals.
ρa ∼ 1.2 kg m−3 air density
ρi ∼ 910 kg m−3 ice density
ρw ∼ 1000 kg m−3 water density
ρsw ∼ 1028 kg m−3 seawater den.
Superscripts.
+ exterior region
− interior region
e sub-element region
Subscripts.
x, y, z Cartesian coordinate
s solid
` liquid
v vapor
i ice
w water
sw seawater
a air
B lower surface
S upper surface
Variables.
ω – mass fraction
α – volume fraction
m kg mass
ρ kg m−3 mass density
F m implicit surface
x m position
u m s−1 fluid velocity
w m s−1 surface velocity
q kg m−2 surface-mass density
σ Pa stress
Ω m3 interior domain
Γ m2 boundary of Ω
Σ m2 discontinuity surface
∗Submitted to the editors DATE.
†Alfred Wegener Institute, Bremerhaven, Germany (evan.cummings@awi.de).
1For inspiring me to continue my studies in mathematics at the University of Montana.
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2 E. M. CUMMINGS
Introduction. Continuum-mechanical formulations which describe the dynam-
ics of ice sheets and glaciers are complicated due to varied environmental interactions,
including the atmosphere, lithosphere, sub- and supra-surface lakes, the oceans, etc;
clearly-defined discontinuities within the ice-sheet interior; water transport within
and surrounding the ice sheet; and conservation laws associated with compressible
multi-phase flows. In order to describe these processes, the basis of a new continuum-
mechanical formulation for ice sheets—i.e. mass conservation—is herein proposed.
It has been taken axiomatic within the glaciological community that the evolution
of ice-sheet mass is governed by the equation ∂tH+∇·(Hu¯) = S˚+B˚, with ice thickness
H, vertically-averaged ice velocity u¯, and accumulation/ablation functions over upper
and lower surfaces S˚ and B˚. This equation is commonly stated without derivation,
justification, or citations; e.g., equations (28) of [15], (1) of [35], (1) of [5], (6) of [29],
(2) of [32], (2.13) of [18], and (1) of [22]. The original use of this relation is unknown;
however, one may conjecture that this relation has been formed by assuming that the
ice-sheet thickness flux in the xy plane can be described with a forcing term H˚ = S˚+B˚
that is independent of variations in the upper surface S and lower surface B. The
results of [12] are herein revisited and lead to the conclusion that this assumption
is inappropriate over regions associated with steep surface gradients. The correct
vertically-integrated mass-balance equation for incompressible materials such as ice is
thereafter derived and elaborated upon.
The basis of any numerical model consists of an analytic solution; that is, the
verification of computer-code integrity is necessary for numerical model development.
Therefore, in order for new numerical models of ice-sheet dynamics to make use of
the concepts developed here, an analytic velocity is proposed which satisfies any com-
bination of upper- and lower-surface mass-balance boundary conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. A description of the cryosphere environment
and associated interactions is first presented in section 1, followed by a description
of the surface-mass balance in section 2, an explanation of global- and local-mass
conservation in section 3, derivation of the kinematic free-surface relations in section 4,
derivation of the vertically-integrated mass-balance equation and error quantification
associated with commonly-applied assumptions in section 5, and formulation of a
generalized three-dimensional analytic solution for incompressible mass conservation
incorporating both the upper and lower surface-mass-balance terms in section 6. The
paper is concluded with a short statement of intended future work in section 7.
1. The multi-phase cryosphere. Ice sheets and glaciers may be represented
as a system of differential multi-phase equations of disperse flow (cf. [4]). These
equations were first stated for binary ice and water mixtures by [12], which is a mod-
ification to concepts developed in [8]. The formulation developed here incorporates
statements of vapor conservation, which is required to describe surface processes such
as evaporation, condensation, sublimation, and deposition (cf. [3]). Within the ice
interior, vapor conservation is needed to describe mechanical effects such as firn den-
sification or closure of cavities between ice grains.
Consider the cryosphere domain Ω = Ω(x, t) composed of the ice-sheet interior
(−) and exterior (+) domains Ω± = Ω±(x, t) such that Ω = Ω−∪Ω+ and Ω−∩Ω+ =
∅.2 Further define the boundaries Γ± = ∂Ω±(x, t), ice-sheet surface Σ = Γ− ∩ Γ+,
and outward-pointing-unit normals nˆ± (Figure 1). Imagine within Ω an ice-mixture
mass density ρ = ρ(x, t) which is composed of some amount of solid (s), liquid (`),
2Singular surfaces exist within both (−) and (+) domains and as such may be further decomposed.
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nˆ−
nˆ+
Ω+
Ω−
nˆ+
Γ+
Σ = Γ− = Γ− ∩ Γ+
Fig. 1. Two-material domain with
interior volume Ω− and exterior volume
Ω+ which share a common boundary Σ.
The exterior surface ∂Ω = Γ is in this
case given by Γ = Γ+/
(
Γ+ ∩ Γ−); this
analysis does not consider effects over Γ .
and vapor (v) components, each moving relative to barycentric velocity u = u(x, t)
defined by [21] satisfying
ρ±u± = ρ±s u
±
s + ρ
±
` u
±
` + ρ
±
v u
±
v , ρ
± = ρ±s + ρ
±
` + ρ
±
v ,(1.1)
where the extrinsic-mass densities ρk = ρk(x, t), k = s, `, v are defined as the com-
ponent masses per unitary volume, and are connected bijectively to the constant
empirically-derived ice (i), water (w), and air (a) intrinsic-mass densities ρq for
q = i,w, a via
ρ±s = α
±
s ρi, ρ
±
` = α
±
` ρw, ρ
±
v = α
±
v ρa,(1.2)
where α±k = α
±
k (x, t) is the volume fraction of phase k with property
∑
k α
±
k = 1.
Remark 1.1. Stating the extrinsic-mass density of each phase in the manner of
(1.1) and (1.2) allows the mass to vary continuously both within and surrounding the
ice sheet domain Ω−. For example, the atmosphere boundary will have ρ+` = ρw in
regions in contact with collected surface water, the basal surface may have a range
of values ρ+` ∈ [0, ρw] depending on the saturation of the sub-glacial aquifer, and
ρ+` = ρsw over regions in contact with the ocean.
Division of (1.1)2 by ρ
± produces the equation of state
1 = ω±s + ω
±
` + ω
±
v , ω
±
k = ρ
±
k /ρ
±, k = s, `, v;(1.3)
where ω±k = ω
±
k (x, t) is the mass fraction of phase k. In addition, taking the derivative
of mixture density (1.1)2 with respect to time yields
ρ˚ = ρ˚±s + ρ˚
±
` + ρ˚
±
v in Ω(1.4)
with individual components ρ˚k in units of mass per unitary volume per time, and are
clearly positive for mass gain and negative for mass loss.3
In addition to mass fluctuations within Ω given by (1.4), there will be also be
mass-phase changes on the surface Σ due to interactions between the (±) domains
given by
q˚ = q˚s + q˚` + q˚v on Σ(1.5)
where q˚k are in units of mass per unitary surface area per time, and are positive for
mass gain and negative for mass loss over the surface Σ. The following proposition
illustrates that source terms (1.4) and (1.5) are in fact homogeneous:
3The notation (˚) denotes a time rate of change in the sense of Definition A.27.
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Proposition 1.2. The total rate of change of the mass density ρ = ρ(x, t) and
surface-mass density q = q(x, t) given by (1.4) and (1.5) are respectively ρ˚ = 0 and
q˚ = 0 for all x and t.
Proof. Considering all mass sources and sinks of partial densities (1.2), the total-
reaction rates encompassing (1.4) and (1.5) for each phase are
ρ˚±s = ρ˚
±
`s + ρ˚
±
vs, q˚s = q˚`s + q˚vs ← solid(1.6)
ρ˚±` = ρ˚
±
s` + ρ˚
±
v`, q˚` = q˚s` + q˚v` ← liquid(1.7)
ρ˚±v = ρ˚
±
sv + ρ˚
±
`v, q˚v = q˚sv + q˚`v ← vapor,(1.8)
Furthermore, let the first subscript i and second subscript j of ρ˚ij or q˚ij be the source
and destination phases, respectively, such that the action-reaction pairs associated
with (1.6)–(1.8) are given by4
ρ˚±s` =− ρ˚±`s, q˚s` =− q˚`s ← melting/freezing(1.9)
ρ˚±sv =− ρ˚±vs, q˚sv =− q˚vs ← sublimation/deposition(1.10)
ρ˚±`v =− ρ˚±v`, q˚`v =− q˚v` ← evaporation/condensation,(1.11)
which are positive for increasing component j and negative for decreasing j. Finally,
insertion of (1.9)–(1.11) into (1.6)–(1.8) and taking the sum results in Proposition 1.2.
Remark 1.3. The mass changes along surface Σ encompassed by relations (1.6)–
(1.8) capture any and all imaginable sources of mass fluctuations due to environmental
forcings. For example, the ice sheet sliding against bedrock which melts due to friction
or geothermal heat corresponds with q˚`s < 0, ocean water freezing to the surface
corresponds with q˚`s > 0, snow deposited on the upper surface corresponds with q˚sv <
0, and water condensing on the ice-sheet surface during summer months corresponds
with q˚`v < 0. These terms only represent changes in phase and do not in any way
incorporate mechanisms of mass transport.
Remark 1.4. The sign of basal melting/freezing rate q˚s` defined by (1.9) is com-
monly inverted—or equivalently, for reasons made apparent in the next section, by
altering the definition of the outward -pointing-unit normal nˆ to the inward -pointing-
unit normal along the basal surface ΣB—in order to let positive values of basal melt-
ing/freezing rate q˚s` be associated with mass loss. This deviation from convention
unnecessarily obfuscates the origin of this parameter.
2. Surface-mass balance. The mechanisms which control the dynamics of ice
sheets involve environmental interactions; hence an accurate description of the ice-
sheet surface is essential. To this end, the balance of mass over the environmental
interface Σ is separately described here for each component mass, then combined to
give a single multi-phase surface-mass-balance relation.
2.1. Component surface-mass balance. The transport of each solid (s), liq-
uid (`), and vapor (v) component masses withinΩ can only be governed by advection5,
while along the surface of the ice sheet Σ, some fluctuation of each component mass
will occur via interaction between the (−) and (+) environments (cf. Remark 1.3).
4In addition to the surface action-reaction pairs (1.9)–(1.11), a significant quantity of rock debris
may accumulate via interaction with the lithosphere; these processes are neglected in this work.
5The velocity u represents the motion of the component masses.
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Thus substitution of φ = ρk, j = 0, and f˚Σ = q˚k in discontinuity equation Theo-
rem A.29 produces6
Jρk (uk − w)K =− q˚k on Σ, k = s, `, v;(2.1)
where density-flux terms q˚s, q˚`, and q˚v are given by phase reactions (1.6)–(1.8). Ap-
plying jump discontinuity Definition A.23 to (2.1) yields
ρ±k F˚
±
k = ρ
∓
k
(
u∓k − w∓
) · nˆ∓ + q˚k,(2.2)
with phase surface-mass-balance terms
F˚±k =
(
w± − u±k
) · nˆ± on Σ, k = s, `, v(2.3)
in units of length per time and are positive when mass flows into the (±) domain and
negative when mass flows out of the (±) domain.
Remark 2.1. Ice-sheet basal surfaces in contact with the lithosphere may under
sufficiently short time scales be considered static, meaning w± · nˆ± = 0. In addition,
in the event that the solid component of the lithosphere is not transported into the
ice sheet, u+s · nˆ+ = 0. Hence relations (2.2) and (2.3) evaluated from the ice-sheet
(−) perspective with k = s yields the Dirichlet component of the Navier boundary
conditions [24] given by
u−s · nˆ− = −F˚−s = −q˚s/ρ−s ;(2.4)
therefore, in this case the solid mass of the ice sheet ρ−s will have a component of
velocity directed into the supporting bedrock. In the event that mass is removed along
the lower ice-sheet surface by melting, the height of the upper surface will experience
a proportional drop in height with some amount of discrepancy caused by viscous
forces within the ice that resist the gravitational force downward; that is, a change in
the ice sheet velocity at the basal surface need first affect the distribution of stress σ
within the ice-sheet volume before its effects can reach the upper surface.7 However,
this relationship is commonly simplified by some authors of thermo-mechanical ice-
sheet models to the impenetrability expression u−s · nˆ− ≡ 0 (e.g., [18], [15]). In order
to conserve mass, this simplification requires that the change in height corresponding
to a mass change along the basal surface be subtracted from the upper surface height,
thereby breaking the continuum. Therefore, the assumption that u−s · nˆ− ≡ 0 will
induce significant errors to the ice-sheet momentum over regions corresponding with
high surface-mass-balance magnitude. Finally, note that the cost of imposing basal-
mass-balance relation (2.4) in place of u−s · nˆ− = 0 is insignificant.
2.2. Mixture surface-mass balance. Using barycentric velocity u± from re-
lation (1.1), the total mass jump over the surface Σ is given by the sum of each
component jump of (2.1):
Jρ (u− w)K = 0 on Σ,(2.5)
6Relations (2.1) evaluated at the lower surface are identical to Equations (9.121) and (9.124) of
[10] with ρv ≡ 0.
7A complete explanation of this phenomena requires a description of momentum conservation
that is beyond the scope of this work.
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where Proposition 1.2 has been used to homogenize the right-hand side.8 Expanding
this relationship using jump Definition A.23 produces
ρ±F˚± = ρ∓
(
u∓ − w∓) · nˆ∓,(2.6)
with the mixture surface-mass balance or accumulation/ablation function
F˚± =
(
w± − u±) · nˆ± on Σ,(2.7)
in units of length per time. Identically to the source terms of component-balance
relations (2.3), F˚± given by (2.7) is positive for mass gain and negative for mass loss
within the (±) domain.9 An important observation regarding (2.3) and (2.7) follows.
Proposition 2.2. The phase surface-mass balance F˚±k and mixture surface-mass
balance F˚± terms defined by (2.3) and (2.7) are the components of phase and mixture
mass-balance vectors in the nˆ± direction.
Proof. Let either phase or mixture surface-mass balance vector from either (±)
perspective be r = w−u (cf. Remark A.28). The scalar product of r with nˆ combined
with relation (2.3) or (2.7) implies that F˚ = r · nˆ.
Remark 2.3. Continuing the line of reasoning began with Remark 1.3, mixture
surface-mass balance (2.7) incorporates all mass-transport processes due to interaction
of the ice sheet with its environment within the single parameter F˚±. These processes
include phase transitions, densification of snow on the upper surface, basal-water flux
due to internal-viscous heating, interaction with the basal-hydraulic system, accumu-
lation of ice under a floating ice shelf due to super-cooled water that has frozen due
to rising convection currents, etc.
Remark 2.4. If the extrinsic density of the liquid and vapor components on either
side are negligible, ρ±k u
±
k = 0 and q˚k = 0 for k = `, v. If in addition the lithosphere is
immobile, w±·nˆ± = u+s ·nˆ+ = 0; hence relation (2.6) yields F˚− = 0 while relation (2.7)
yields u−s · nˆ− = 0. These conditions are only appropriate for static surfaces which
are below the temperature-melting point of ice, such as the interior of Antarctica and
Greenland (cf. Remark 2.1).
2.3. Ice-sheet surface-mass balance. Setting (±) = (−) ⇐⇒ (∓) = (+),
removing all (−) superscripts from the ice variables, and collapsing the exterior (+)
domain to the ice-sheet surface Γ → Σ, relation (2.7) is identical to the expression10
F˚ = w · nˆ− u · nˆ on Γ.(2.8)
The exterior (+) domain exists only at ice-sheet surface Γ for the remainder of this
work; all exterior effects are henceforth enveloped within surface-mass balance F˚ of
(2.8).
3. Global/local mass conservation. Consider the ice-sheet domain Ω(x, t) ∈
R3 with boundary Γ = ∂Ω(x, t) and outward-pointing-unit normal nˆ. Substitution
of mass density φ = ρ in Reynolds transport theorem (cf. Theorem A.18) yields
d
dt
∫
Ω
ρ dΩ =
∫
Ω
∂ρ
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Γ
ρw · nˆ dΓ,(3.1)
8Mixture jump (2.5) is identical to Equations (2.15)1 of [12] and (3.61) of [10] with ρv ≡ 0.
9F˚± is usually prescribed on the atmospheric surface from measurements and parameterized at
the lateral and basal surfaces where data is more difficult to collect.
10Surface-mass balance relation (2.8) is identical to Equations (5.19) and (5.29) of [10] with ρv ≡ 0.
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where w is the velocity of the surface Γ . In the event that the total ice-sheet mass
in invariant with time, m˙ = dt
∫
Ω
ρ dΩ = 0 and mass-conservation relation (3.1)
combined with surface-mass balance (2.8) yields
dm
dt
=
∫
Ω
∂ρ
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Γ
ρ
(
u · nˆ+ F˚
)
dΓ = 0;(3.2)
these are the requirements for ice-sheet-mass equilibrium.
Remark 3.1. In the derivation of mass rate of change (3.2), the integrals were
taken over the entire ice sheet and thus this relation represents the global balance of
mass and volume. In addition, if the density is assumed constant, mass-conservation
reduces to V˙ =
∫
Γ
w · nˆ dΓ = ∫
Γ
(u · nˆ+ F˚ ) dΓ ; therefore, in this case conservation of
mass reduces to a statement of conservation of volume.
3.1. Local incompressibility. Consider within Ω an arbitrarily fixed ice-sheet
material element Ωe(x) ⊂ Ω with boundary ∂Ωe = Γ e. The constant volume of Ωe
demands that density fluctuations caused by melting or freezing—induced by changes
in pressure and heat flux—present a mass source within Ωe. Therefore, for each
component mass k, substitution of extrinsic mass density φ = ρk; non-advective mass-
density flux j = 0; and internal mass-density source f˚ = ρ˚k into the conservative form
of differential-continuity equation Definition A.21 yields the component mass-balance
relations11
∂ρk
∂t
+∇ · (ρkuk) = ρ˚k in Ω, k = s, `, v;(3.3)
where phase-reaction rates ρ˚k are given by (1.6)–(1.8).
In analogy with mixture surface-mass balance (2.5), the sum of each component
balance k in (3.3) produces the mixture mass-balance relation12
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0 in Ω,(3.4)
where ρu and ρ are defined by (1.1) and the left-hand side has been homogenized
using Proposition 1.2.
The chain rule (cf. Theorem A.6 and Remark A.9) applied to (3.4) produces
ρ˙+ ρ∇ · u = 0, which, using mass density ρ = m/V with mass m(x, t) = ∫ ρ dΩe and
constant volume V (x) =
∫
1 dΩe yields V −1 (m˙+m∇ · u) = 0. A final multiplication
by V and division by m to this relation produces m˙m +∇ · u = 0. Therefore, provided
that mass transport is conserved such that m˙ = 0, relation (3.4) is reduced to13
∇ · u = 0 in Ω;(3.5)
the well-known incompressibility constraint.
The firn layer consists of snow densifying under pressure to eventually become
solid ice; in this region it is entirely possible that ∇·u 6= 0 and thus m˙ 6= 0. Therefore,
the fully compressible mass-balance relation (3.4) appropriately describes the firn
layer. Additionally, although the ice below the firn-ice transition surface may undergo
phase transitions due to strain heat and thus in general ∂tρ 6≡ 0 ⇐⇒ ∂tm 6≡ 0,
11Component balance (3.3) is identical to Equation (2.8)1 of [12] with ρv ≡ 0.
12Mixture balance (3.4) is identical to Equations (2.10)1 of [12] and (3.58) of [10] with ρv ≡ 0.
13Relation (3.5) is identical to Equations (2.11)1 of [12] and (3.60) of [10] with ρv ≡ 0.
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observations indicate (cf. [10] and references therein) that an appropriate upper
bound for the mass fraction of water is approximately ωmax` = 0.05. Evaluating state
equation (1.3) with ωv = 0 implies ωs = 1 − ω`; hence the maximum ice-sheet-mass
density is ρmax = ρi (1− ωmax` ) +ρwωmax` ≈ 914.5 kg m−3 and varies from pure ice by
only ≈ 0.5%. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the ice-sheet mixture is effectively
incompressible and that the assumptions leading to (3.5) are indeed valid for regions
below the firn layer.
4. Free-surface equation. The results of this section are identical to that of
[12]. For reasons stated in the introduction, and for clarity of the analysis to follow, the
fundamental free-surface relations are revisited. To this end, assume that the surface
of the ice-sheet body can be stated in implicit form in the sense of Theorem A.12.
Then a function F = F (x, t) can be defined that satisfies F = 0 for all x ∈ Γ and t. In
this case, application of the chain rule (cf. Theorem A.6 and Remark A.9) produces
the purely kinematic relation
dF
dt
=
∂F
∂t
+ w · ∇F = 0 on Γ.(4.1)
Combining outward-pointing-unit normal Definition A.13 and surface-mass balance
(2.8) yields w · (∇F/‖∇F‖) = F˚ + u · (∇F/‖∇F‖), from whence the advective term
of kinematic equation (4.1) given by w ·∇F = ‖∇F‖F˚ +u ·∇F substituted back into
(4.1) results in14
∂F
∂t
+ u · ∇F = −‖∇F‖F˚ on Γ.(4.2)
Remark 4.1. By specifying the surface F implicitly, the normal vector to F could
be stated analytically with constant z component (cf. Theorem A.12). Thus non-
linear hyperbolic equation (4.2) represents mass conservation of the ice-sheet exterior
surface Γ ⊂ R3 projected onto the xy plane in R2. As a consequence of this projection,
a surface F derived by solving (4.2) lacks the capability to generate breaking waves,
which are possible with relation (4.1); however, ice sheets do not naturally display
these phenomena due to their highly-viscous and relatively slow-moving nature.
Remark 4.2. Kinematic relation (4.2) is a description of the ice-boundary move-
ment governed solely by the horizontal components15 of ice-sheet velocity u and
surface-mass balance F˚ . It is common practice to first solve for u at time t from
momentum conservation, then solve (4.2) for an updated surface F (x, t + ∆t) some
interval of time ∆t from t.
Decomposition of the surface Γ into Γ = ΓS ∪ ΓB with ΓS ∩ ΓB = ∅, making use
of outward-pointing-unit normal Definition A.13, and defining S˚ = {F˚ (x) | x ∈ ΓS};
B˚ = {F˚ (x) | x ∈ ΓB} partitions (4.2) into16
∂S
∂t
− uz + u · ∇S = +‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ on ΓS(4.3)
∂B
∂t
− uz + u · ∇B = −‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ on ΓB,(4.4)
where kˆ · u = uz, ∂tFS = −∂tS, and ∂tFB = ∂tB have been used.
14Relation (4.2) is identical to Equation (2.18) of [12].
15This is due to the fact that ∂zF = 0.
16Relations (4.3) and (4.4) are identical to (2.20) and (2.25) of [12] and (5.21) and (5.31) of [10].
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z
xa
z
xa
S˚nˆ
S0
S1
S0
S1
S˚nˆ
∆Sflat
∆S
kˆ
S˚∆t ∆Skˆ
Fig. 2. From the perspective of
the surface height change at a point
x = a, the accumulation/ablation-
vector S˚nˆ of an inclined surface will
have the effect of increasing the sur-
face height rate of change at x = a
beyond that of a surface with zero-
gradient magnitude. Note that the
dashed-dotted lines are identical in
length between the two plots with
magnitude equal to S˚∆t with depo-
sition interval ∆t.
The relationship between the surface gradient and accumulation/ablation can
be further illuminated as follows: consider relation (4.3) with a constant rate of
deposition on the upper surface, meaning S˚ > 0, over an interval of time ∆t > 0
with zero fluid velocity u = 0. In this case, the change in height of a completely flat
surface is ∆Sflat = S˚∆t, while an inclined surface with gradient ∇S will experience a
change of height ∆S satisfying the relation ∆Skˆ · nˆ = S˚∆t17 with outward-pointing-
unit normal nˆ and z-coordinate basis vector kˆ (cf. Figure 2). Therefore, for an inclined
surface, ∆S = S˚∆t(kˆ ·nˆ)−1 = S˚∆t‖kˆ−∇S‖, which after division by ∆t and taking the
limit as ∆t→ 0 produces the instantaneous rate of change ∂tS = S˚‖kˆ−∇S‖; a first-
order non-linear partial-differential equation for S(x, t). A similar line of reasoning
will produce an identical relation for lower surface-mass balance B˚ along z = B(x, t).
5. Mass balance in R2. Similar to section 4, the results of this section are
identical to that of [10]. For reasons stated in the introduction, and for clarity of the
analysis to follow, the fundamental ice-thickness relation is revisited.
The ice-sheet domain of analysis is reduced from Ω ∈ R3 to Ω ∈ R2 by verti-
cal integration. In this case, it is helpful for the following assessment to define the
vertically-averaged velocity, or balance velocity
u¯ =
1
H
∫
z
u dz(5.1)
with components u¯ = [u¯x u¯y u¯z]
ᵀ. The value of this quantity will be shown to be a
useful description for mass balance in the xy-coordinate plane, as follows.
Integrating volume-conservation relation (3.5) vertically produces
∫ S
B
∇ · u dz =
∫ S
B
(
∂ux
∂x
+
∂uy
∂y
+
∂uz
∂z
)
dz = 0.(5.2)
The first two integrals of (5.2) are derived using Leibniz’s rule Corollary A.16 and
the last integral is evaluated using the first fundamental theorem of calculus (cf.
17This is the projection of ∆Skˆ onto nˆ.
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Theorem A.10): ∫ S
B
∂ux
∂x
dz =
∂
∂x
∫ S
B
ux dz + ux|B ∂B
∂x
− ux|S ∂S
∂x∫ S
B
∂uy
∂y
dz =
∂
∂y
∫ S
B
uy dz + uy|B ∂B
∂y
− ux|S ∂S
∂y∫ S
B
∂uz
∂z
dz =uz(x, y, S)− uz(x, y,B);
thus (5.2) can be stated compactly as
∇ ·
(∫ S
B
u dz
)
+ u|B · ∇B − u|S · ∇S + uz|S − uz|B = 0,
which on elimination of u|B ·∇B and u|S ·∇S via free-surface relations (4.3) and (4.4)
and applying balance-velocity definition (5.1) yields
∇ · (Hu¯)+ (−‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ − ∂B
∂t
)
−
(
+‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ∂S
∂t
)
= 0;
combining this with thickness H(x, y) = S(x, y) − B(x, y) results in the vertically-
integrated mass-balance relation18
∂H
∂t
+∇ · (Hu¯) =H˚, H˚ = ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ + ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚.(5.3)
Remark 5.1. The components of source (5.3)2 include surface-mass-balance terms
S˚ and B˚ and clearly increase the rate of change of thickness with increasing accumu-
lation or decreasing ablation. In addition, the surface-normal-vector magnitudes (cf.
Definition A.13)
‖∇FS‖ = ‖kˆ −∇S‖ ≥ 1 and ‖∇FB‖ = ‖∇B − kˆ‖ ≥ 1
multiplicatively attached to these terms have the effect of increasing the time rate
of change of the surface height in proportion with the magnitude of their respective
surface gradients (cf. Figure 2). This is a by-product of the choice of Cartesian
coordinate system; that is, a surface area in the xy plane with high surface-gradient
magnitude will contribute a larger proportion to the change of ice thickness H than
an identical surface area in the xy plane with negligible surface-gradient magnitude
(Figure 2). This effect is further demonstrated by inverting quasi-mass balance (5.3)
for S˚; division of both sides of (5.3) by ‖kˆ−∇S‖ ≥ 1 will decrease the solution for S˚
as the surface-gradient magnitude increases.
Remark 5.2. The fact that balance relation (5.3) appears similar in form to con-
tinuity equation Definition A.21 suggests a possible source of confusion surrounding
its ubiquitous use. Replacing φ = H, u = u¯, j = 0, and H˚ = S˚+ B˚ in Definition A.21
makes sense intuitively: the thickness flux is balanced by the local rate of change of
the ice-sheet thickness and accumulation or ablation with transport governed solely
by advection. However, this direct formulation of mass balance disregards the fact
18Relation (5.3) is identical to Equations (5.48) and (5.55) of [10].
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that the statement of mass conservation is inherently three dimensional with mathe-
matical consequences resulting from coordinate-reducing operations (cf. Remark 5.1).
Similar to the use of Cauchy’s postulate19 to derive momentum conservation or the
Fourier-Stokes heat-flux theorem20 to derive energy conservation, the geometry are
also inextricably connected with the definition of surface-mass-balance terms S˚ and
B˚ as derived from (2.8) (cf. Proposition 2.2).
5.1. Error analysis. If the upper and lower surfaces are relatively flat, it has
been previously assumed that (cf. Remark 4.2, Remark 5.1, and Remark 5.2)
‖kˆ −∇S‖ ≡ 1, ‖∇B − kˆ‖ ≡ 1.(5.4)
Assumption (5.4)1 is a valid approximation near the ice-sheet divide—which is defined
as regions which satisfy ‖∇S‖ = 0—or over some areas of floating ice, such as the
Filchner-Ronne ice shelf (Figure 3a). However, using Theorem A.14, the surface areas
of the upper surface, lower surface, and xy plane are respectively
AS ≈
n∑
i=1
‖kˆ −∇Si‖∆xi∆yi, AB ≈
n∑
i=1
‖∇Bi − kˆ‖∆xi∆yi, Axy ≈
n∑
i=1
∆xi∆yi;
(5.5)
evaluated over Greenland and Antarctica, the values of AS and AB are on the order
of hundreds of square kilometers larger than Axy (Table 1). Therefore, assumptions
(5.4) are likely appropriate over the majority of both the upper and lower surfaces
of Greenland and Antarctica (e.g., Figure 3). However, the flanks of Jakobshavn’s
trench possess a abnormally high surface-gradient magnitude (Figure 3d); coupled
with the fact that this area is characterized by very high magnitudes of basal velocity
and basal-mass balance B˚, assumptions (5.4) will induce a significant error in the
forcing term of (5.3)2.
Additionally, the error ε introduced to quasi-mass-balance forcing term (5.3)2 by
assuming (5.4)—meaning H˚ = S˚ + B˚ + ε—is given by
ε = εS + εB, εS =
(
‖kˆ −∇S‖ − 1
)
S˚, εB =
(
‖∇B − kˆ‖ − 1
)
B˚.(5.6)
The lower surface-mass balance B˚ is more difficult to quantify; as such, continent-scale
estimations of B˚ are limited. However, a variety of estimates have been generated
for the upper surface-mass balance S˚ over both Greenland and Antarctica, thereby
providing a means to estimate quasi-forcing error εS of (5.6)2. The approximate error
of the rate of change of the ice sheet surface calculated from (5.6)2 is on the order
of hundreds or thousands of meters-ice-equivalent per annum and may therefore be
significant (Table 2).
Clearly, where ε is much less than the other terms of (5.3), forcing assumptions
(5.4) are valid. However, the cost of computing the surface gradient is low and there-
fore the benefits of imposing these assumptions are unclear. Additionally, the mag-
nitude of the surface-normal vectors are on average largest near regions of fast flow,
e.g., near the periphery of the ice sheet (Figure 3). These areas are associated with
19Cauchy’s postulate states that a stress exerted by the environment on a body will be a function
of not only the position and time, but also the geometry; that is, σ = σ(x, t; nˆ).
20The Fourier-Stokes heat-flux theorem states that the heat flowing from a body will be dependent
on the geometry; that is, q = q(x, t; nˆ).
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Table 1
Total surface area of Greenland and Antarctica calculated from (5.5) using a variety of data sets.
Continent
S,B
data source
∆x,∆y
(m)
Axy
(km2)
AS −Axy
(km2)
AB −Axy
(km2)
Antarctica [9] 1000 1.35× 107 1814 13774
Greenland [2] 1000 1.68× 106 840 3021
Greenland [27] 1000 1.66× 106 522 –
Greenland [23] 150 1.73× 106 105237 348223
Table 2
Sources of S˚ and associated error εS given by (5.6)2 induced by assuming (5.4)1. Units are in
meters-ice equivalent per annum.
Continent
S˚ data
source
S data
source
∑
εS
(m a−1)
Antarctica [28] [9] 1227
Antarctica [1] [9] 609
Greenland [6] [2] 338
Greenland [27] [27] 32973
high magnitudes of both the surface gradient and surface-mass balance at both the
upper and lower surfaces; thus both error terms (5.6)2 and (5.6)3 may be significant
over these areas.
Further consider a static half-sphere ice sheet with zero basal accumulation and
uniform surface accumulation S˚ > 0 (Figure 4). After a period of time, the imposition
of assumptions (5.4) will generate a newly-deposited layer of ice with an unjustifiably
lesser thickness at its margins than at its center. In addition, the ice sheet flow will
increase in magnitude as the surface gradient magnitude increases (cf. [5], [10]); there-
fore, the imposition of assumptions (5.4) will generate a non-physical augmentation
of velocity that is of greatest magnitude near regions of high surface slope.
6. Analytic solution. An analytic solution satisfying incompressibility relation
(3.5) and free-surface equations (4.3) and (4.4) provides the ability to verify and
thereby guarantee the correct implementation of any numerical model associated with
ice-sheet mass conservation. The verification of ice-sheet momentum conservation
models using with this velocity in turn makes possible the ability to quantify the effects
associated with imposing u · nˆ = 0 over an impenetrable lower surface with non-zero
surface accumulation or ablation (cf. Remark 2.1); assumptions (5.4) when solving
free-surface relations (4.3) and (4.4) for an evolving surface Γ (cf. Remark 4.2); and
assumptions (5.4) when inverting quasi-mass-balance relation (5.3) (cf. Remark 5.1).
Generalized analytic-velocity solutions proposed heretofore (cf. [34] and [17]) did
not incorporate the effects of basal-mass balance B˚ and had been simplified using
(5.4). Moreover, the boundary condition B˚ = −u · nˆ has not been verified by ice-
sheet momentum models up to this time; instead, the essential condition u = 0 has
been assumed. It was first established by [39] that Galerkin implementations of the
Navier boundary conditions converge at a sub-optimal rate. In addition, it was dis-
covered by [37] that numerical results may fail to converge for domains with smooth
boundaries for both Galerkin approximation techniques of [26] and [40] which incor-
porate Navier boundary conditions. The Navier boundary condition is a necessary
component for any ice-sheet numerical model which specifies basal sliding. Therefore,
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(a) ‖∇S‖ (b) ‖∇B‖
(c) ‖∇S‖ (d) ‖∇B‖
Fig. 3. Unitless surface-gradient magnitude of the region surrounding the Filchner-Ronne-ice
shelf with topography provided by [9] (top) and region surrounding Jakobshavn glacier with topog-
raphy provided by [23] (bottom) calculated using methods provided by [14]. For purposes of visual-
ization, a Gaussian filter with 2 km standard deviation has been applied to the Antarctica surfaces
S and B; the Jakobshavn topography have not been smoothed. The periphery, grounding line, and
-500 m depth contour of the main Jakobshavn ice channel are outlined red.
z
xa
z
xa
B
S
B
S
S˙ = S˚‖kˆ −∇S‖
b b
S˙ = S˚
Ω Ω
ΓBΓB
ΓSΓS
Fig. 4. A two-dimensional-ice
sheet with domain Ω = [a, b]× [B,S]
with uniform accumulation S˚ > 0
along the upper surface ΓS and B˚ =
0 over the lower surface ΓB. After
some interval of time ∆t, a thick-
ness layer of radially-uniform depth
will be deposited (left). An identical
ice sheet which imposes assumptions
(5.4) will have a uniform thickness
layer in the z direction (right).
0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
uax
−1.0
−0.5
0.0
z
λ =
32
16
8
4
2
1
Fig. 5. Analytic-x component
of velocity uax given by (6.5) with S =
0, B = −1, uaxB = 0, and uaxS = 1
over a selection of values of deforma-
tion parameter λ.
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the analytic-velocity solution formulated here is the first completely generalized and
absolutely mass-conserving velocity for use as verification of momentum conservation
and all boundary conditions associated with any two- or three-dimensional ice-sheet
numerical model.21
Following the procedure of [34] and [17], the vertical component of velocity uz is
defined such that kinematic-boundary conditions (4.3) and (4.4) are linearly interpo-
lated with depth within the ice-sheet domain Ω. That is, the linearly-interpolated
analytic vertical component of velocity is given by
uaz(x, t) = ξSu
a
zS + ξBu
a
zB,(6.1)
where
ξB(x, t) =
S(x, y, t)− z
H(x, y, t)
, ξS(x, t) =
z −B(x, y, t)
H(x, y, t)
;(6.2)
and where uazS = u
a
z(x, y, z = S, t) and u
a
zB = u
a
z(x, y, z = B, t) are given by solving
relations (4.3) and (4.4) for uz at the upper and lower surfaces:
uazS(x, t) =− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ +
∂S
∂t
+ uax
∂S
∂x
+ uay
∂S
∂y
(6.3)
uazB(x, t) = + ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ +
∂B
∂t
+ uax
∂B
∂x
+ uay
∂B
∂y
.(6.4)
Analytic-velocity components ux = u
a
x(x, t) and uy = u
a
y(x, t) are to be determined
in the following analysis.
Remark 6.1. Analytic-vertical velocity (6.1) is a function of the geometry S(x, t)
and B(x, t) and horizontal-velocity components uax(x, t) and u
a
y(x, t) only. Thus u
a
z
defined by (6.1) is fully determined once S, B, uax and u
a
y have been specified.
For simplicity, the x component of velocity is chosen to be
uax(x, t) = (u
a
xS − uaxB)
(
1− ξλB
)
+ uaxB,(6.5)
where λ ∈ R controls the magnitude of the x-component of velocity with depth, uaxB
is the x component of velocity at the lower surface B, and uaxS is the x component of
velocity at the upper surface S (Figure 5).
Remark 6.2. The value of uaxB can be used to prescribe an amount of basal sliding,
in turn accommodating the possibility to create a non-zero basal-mass balance B˚ over
static lower surfaces—characterized by w · nˆ = 0 on ΓB—as indicated by (2.8). Hence
this parameter may be used to verify the numerical implementation of the Dirichlet
boundary condition B˚ = −u · nˆ over basal surfaces (cf. Remark 2.1).
The final y component of velocity uay must satisfy incompressibility relation (3.5),
i.e.,
∂uax
∂x
+
∂uay
∂y
+
∂uaz
∂z
= 0.(6.6)
21Two examples of two-dimensional models include the plane-strain and vertically-integrated xy-
plane models; the former requires no modification other than the specification of inputs with zero
gradient component in one of either the horizontal directions, the latter requires the analytic solutions
provided here be integrated vertically.
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Therefore, taking the derivative of analytic-z velocity (6.1) with respect to z results
in
∂uaz
∂z
= +
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
)
+
(
ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
)
∂uay
∂z
+
1
H
∂H
∂y
uay,(6.7)
while differentiation of analytic-x velocity (6.5) with respect to x results in
∂uax
∂x
=
(
1− ξλB
) ∂uaxS
∂x
+ ξλB
∂uaxB
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂x
.(6.8)
Combining mass-conservation relation (6.6) with velocity derivatives (6.7) and
(6.8) produces the linear first-order partial-differential equation for the unknown y
component of velocity uay (cf. supplementary material Appendix B.1)
A+Guay +
∂uay
∂y
+ C
∂uay
∂z
= 0,(6.9)
where
A(x, t) = +
∂uaxS
∂x
+
1
H
(
∂H
∂t
+ uaxS
∂H
∂x
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
)
+
(S − z)λ
Hλ
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))
+
(S − z)λ−1 (z − S)
Hλ+1
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
G(x, y, t) = +
1
H
∂H
∂y
C(x, t) = + ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
.
Remark 6.3. Due to the fact that each of A, G, and C of equation (6.9) are
known for all x and t—and that only the y and z derivatives of uay are present—the
unknown velocity uay is determined solely by its dependence on the y and z coordinates.
In addition, as the coefficients A, G, and C do not depend on uay, equation (6.9)
is linear ; the authors of [34] and [17] incorrectly describe their analogous relations
as quasi linear. Regardless of the classification of the partial-differential equation,
the appropriate method used to solve hyperbolic22 problem (6.9) is the method of
characteristics (cf. section 3.6.4 of [7]).
Consider a normal vector to a manifold M in the yz plane defined by
nM (y, z) =
[
1 uay(y, z)
∂uay
∂y
(y, z)
∂uay
∂z
(y, z)
]ᵀ
.(6.10)
22Any first-order partial-differential equation is hyperbolic.
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Problem (6.9) can thus be stated equivalently as
nM · a = 0, a = [ A G 1 C ]ᵀ .(6.11)
The manifold M is called invariant if and only if (6.11) holds, and in such a case
the solution uay to (6.11) is a solution to partial-differential equation (6.9). Hence the
following theorem is presented:
Theorem 6.4. There exists an invariant manifold M such that (6.10) and (6.11)
is a solution to partial-differential equation (6.9).
Proof. Assume that a curve s : R→ R3 in the yz plane exists such that the solu-
tion to (6.9) may be parameterized by uay(s) = u
a
y(y(s), z(s)). In this case, application
of the chain rule (cf. Theorem A.6) produces
duay
ds
=
∂uay
∂y
dy
ds
+
∂uay
∂z
dz
ds
.
Comparing this expression with problem (6.9) results in the observation that23
duay
ds
= A+Guay ⇐⇒
dy
ds
= −1, dz
ds
= −C,(6.12)
and on elimination of ds produces the Lagrange-Charpit equations
duay
(
A+Guay
)−1
= −dy = −dzC−1.(6.13)
The relationship between the two right-most differential terms of (6.13) can be
stated as (cf. supplementary material Appendix B.2) ∂y (z/H) = ∂y (B/H), which
integrated with respect to y produces for some constant z0,
z −B
H
= ξS = z0 ⇐⇒ z = z0H +B.(6.14)
The relationship between the two left-most differential terms of (6.13) can be
stated as (cf. supplementary material Appendix B.3) ∂y
(
Huay
)
= −HA, which inte-
grated with respect to y produces for some constant uy0,
Huay = −
∫
y
HA dy + uy0.(6.15)
The integration constants embedded within (6.14) and (6.15) provide two invariant
coordinates in the yz plane defined by
φ1(y, z) = z0 = ξS and φ2(y, z) = uy0 = Hu
a
y +
∫
y
HA dy;
therefore, the manifold M of (6.11) is invariant.
The horizontal component of velocity uay may now be defined by a function ϑ =
ϑ(φ1, φ2) satisfying ϑ(φ1, φ2) = 0. This function may be arbitrarily specified in terms
23The orbits of (6.12) are referred to as the characteristics of partial-differential equation (6.9).
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of the coordinates φ1 and φ2; for simplicity, let ϑ(φ1, φ2) ≡ {φ1(y, z) = 0, φ2(y, z) =
0} ⇐⇒ z0 = 0, uy0 = 0. In this case, solving (6.15) with uy0 = 0 for uay produces
uay(x, t) = −
1
H
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
+ uaxS
∂H
∂x
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
]
dy
−
(
1− z −B
H
)λ
1
H
∫
y
[
H
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
∂B
∂x
]
dy
−
(
1− z −B
H
)λ−1(
z −B
H
− 1
)
1
H
∫
y
[
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy.(6.16)
This completes the derivation of an analytic velocity which satisfies mass conservation
relations (3.5), (4.3), and (4.4); namely, ua = [uax u
a
y u
a
z]
ᵀ with components defined
by (6.1), (6.5), and (6.16).
Remark 6.5. The fourth and fifth integrals of (6.16) given by
IS = 1
H
∫
y
‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ dy and IB = 1
H
∫
y
‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ dy
are elliptic for certain combinations of S, S˚, B, and B˚. Therefore, in order to derive
an elementary representation for (6.16), these functions must be carefully chosen. In
particular, this complication will be avoided in the event that the set of functions
{S, S˚, B, B˚} are specified to be independent of the y coordinate.
To complete the analysis, expression (6.16) is evaluated at the upper and lower
surfaces (cf. supplementary material Appendix B.4), producing
uayk =−
1
H
∫
y
[
∂
∂x
(Huaxk) +
∂H
∂t
− H˚
]
dy, k = S,B,(6.17)
where H˚ is quasi-mass-balance forcing term (5.3)2. Finally, once the forms for the pa-
rameters have been chosen, the analytic balance velocity (cf. (5.1)) u¯a = H−1
∫ S
B
ua dz
can be easily calculated along with the thickness flux
∇ · (Hu¯a) = u¯a · ∇H +H∇ · u¯a = u¯ax
∂H
∂x
+ u¯ay
∂H
∂y
+H
∂u¯ax
∂x
+H
∂u¯ay
∂y
.(6.18)
6.1. Example calculation. A specific realization of the solution derived in sec-
tion 6 is hereby generated (Figure 6) over the ice-sheet domain Ω = [0, `] × [0, `] ×
[B,S] ⊂ R3 with upper and lower surfaces24
S(x) =
1
10
sin
(
3pi
`
x
)
and B(x) = S(x)− 1
2
+
1
10
sin
(
2pi
`
x
)
.
The sinusoidally-varying x component of velocity at the upper and lower surfaces were
chosen to be (Figures 6a and 6d)
uaxS = 1−
1
2
sin
(
2pi
`
x
)
sin
(
2pi
`
y
)
, uaxB =
1
2
− 1
4
sin
(
3pi
`
x
)
sin
(
3pi
`
y
)
.
24These surfaces were chosen independent from y as suggested by Remark 6.5.
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Fig. 6. Inputs and analytic elements generated from relations (6.1), (6.5), and (6.16) defined
over the xy plane with horizontal (x-axis) and vertical (y-axis) dimensions ` = 1.
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The surface height rate of change at the upper and lower surfaces given respectively
by (Figures 6g and 6h)
∂S
∂t
= 3
((
y − `
2
)2
−
(
x− `
2
)2)
and
∂B
∂t
= sin
(pi
`
x
)
sin
(pi
`
y
)
were chosen in order to generate an ice-sheet domain that is thinning over the interior
and thickening in proximity to the ±y faces (Figure 6i). Finally, the upper and lower
surface-mass balance terms were respectively chosen to be (Figures 6j and 6k)
S˚ = sin
(
4pi
`
x
)
sin
(
4pi
`
x
)
and B˚ = sin
(
2pi
`
x
)
sin
(
2pi
`
x
)
in order to optimally demonstrate the flexibility of the manufactured solution.
The analytic velocity components defined by (6.1), (6.5), and (6.16) were calcu-
lated using the open-source software SymPy [20] (cf. Listing 5). Choosing λ = 2 and
` = 1, the resulting analytic y component of velocity derived from (6.16) at the upper
surface (Figure 6b) and lower surface (Figure 6e) contains both negative and positive
values, with magnitude on the order of the x component of velocity. In addition,
periodicity of uax, S, ∂tS, S˚, B, ∂tB, and B˚ are not translated to u
a
y or u
a
z due to the
integration across y used to form (6.16) (Figures 6c and 6f). Finally, the thickness
flux (Figure 6l) computed from (6.18) illustrates the complicated structures in mass
flux resulting from incorporation of all aspects of mass conservation for ice sheets.
Remark 6.6. The fact that the analytic velocity described here is not periodic
precludes the possibility of using this solution to verify periodic boundary conditions.
However, the input data can be chosen such that the resulting uay and therefore also
uaz are periodic. In any case, the lateral-velocity boundary conditions for uy and uz
can be specified to correspond with the analytic solutions uay and u
a
z, thereby making
possible the verification of mass-conservation relations (3.5), (4.3), and (4.4) within a
numerical model; this is the main purpose of this section.
7. Future work. The concepts of mass balance derived here provide the basis
of a new formulation for energy and momentum conservation for ice sheets. Once
formulated, these concepts will be used to describe conservation laws near the interface
of ice and ocean.
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Fig. 7. Behavior of the Taylor coefficients as
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Appendix A. Mathematical background.
This section introduces the relevant mathematical background and definitions
utilized throughout the text. For more information regarding higher-dimensional
calculus, consult the work of [16]. For more information about general problems in
applied mathematics and continuum mechanics, investigate the works of [19] or [33].
An alternative and closely-related continuum-mechanical formulation for ice-sheets
has been provided by [12] and expanded upon by [10].
The mathematical theory for discontinuous materials are not as readily available
as those for continuous materials; therefore, proofs of pertinent theorems have been
deliberated. As such, this section provides a new illustration of the origins of fun-
damental ice-sheet conservation laws and, moreover, continuum formulations for any
discontinuous media. The basis from which we begin is the following fundamental
theorem presented by [36]:
Theorem A.1 (Taylor’s theorem). Any real-valued function f(x) ∈ R with x ∈
R that is infinitely differentiable about a point x + h with distance h > 0 may be
expressed as the infinite Taylor series
f(x+ h) = f(x) + f ′(x)h+
1
2!
f ′′(x)h2 +
1
3!
f ′′′(x)h3 + · · · ,
where f ′(x)25 is the ratio of an infinitesimal change the function f with respect to an
infinitesimal change in its coordinate x.
Proof. Consult chapter 9 section 7 of [16].
For scalar variables of multiple coordinates, Theorem A.1 yields the following
corollary:
Corollary A.2. Any multi-dimensional and real-valued function f(x) ∈ R with
x ∈ Rn that is infinitely differentiable about a point x+h where distance vector h has
magnitude ‖h‖ > 0 may be expressed as the infinite multi-dimensional Taylor series
f(x+ h) = f(x) +∇f(x) · h+ 1
2!
h · ∇2f(x) · h+ · · · ,
where ∇f(x) is the gradient of the function f with respect to its coordinates x.
Recalling that 0 < h 6= 0, rearranging terms of Theorem A.1 and division by h
produces
f(x+ h)− f(x)
h
= f ′(x) +O(h),
which in the limit of small h (Figure 7) gives rise to the following definitions:
25The prime notation f ′(x) was coined by Joseph Louis Lagrange within the later half of the 18th
century.
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Definition A.3 (Derivative). The derivative of a real-valued function f(x) ∈ R
with respect to x ∈ R is given by
f ′(x) ≡ df
dx
= lim
h→0
{
f(x+ h)− f(x)
h
}
.
Definition A.4 (Partial derivative). The partial derivative of a real-valued
function f(x) ∈ R with respect to xi ∈ x ∈ Rn is given by
∂f
∂xi
= lim
h→0
{
f(x1, . . . , xi + h, . . . , xn)− f(x)
h
}
.
Recalling that Corollary A.2 required that the distance ‖h‖ > 0, rearranging
terms of Corollary A.2 and division by ‖h‖ produces
f(x+ h)− f(x)
‖h‖ = ∇f(x) · hˆ+O (‖h‖) ,
where hˆ = h/‖h‖ is a unit vector in the direction h. Similar to the line of reason-
ing resulting in Definition A.3, taking the limit of small ‖h‖ suggests the following
definition:
Definition A.5 (Gradient). The gradient of a real-valued function f(x) ∈ R
with respect to its vector of coordinates x = [x1 x2 · · · xn]ᵀ ∈ Rn is given by
∂f
∂x
≡ ∇f =
[
∂f
∂x1
∂f
∂x2
· · · ∂f
∂xn
]ᵀ
.
Theorem A.6 (Chain rule: one independent variable). Let f = f(x) be a func-
tion composed of n coordinates of a vector x = x(t) ∈ Rn each dependent on a single
variable t ∈ R. Then the derivative of f with respect to t is
df
dt
=
∂f
∂x1
dx1
dt
+
∂f
∂x2
dx2
dt
+ · · ·+ ∂f
∂xn
dxn
dt
.
Proof. Consult chapter 13 section 5 of [16].
Corollary A.7 (Chain rule: two independent variables). Let f = f(x) be a
function composed of n coordinates of a vector x = x(t, s) ∈ Rn each dependent on
two variables t, s ∈ R. Then the derivative of f with respect to t is
∂f
∂t
=
∂f
∂x1
∂x1
∂t
+
∂f
∂x2
∂x2
∂t
+ · · ·+ ∂f
∂xn
∂xn
∂t
and the derivative of f with respect to s is
∂f
∂s
=
∂f
∂x1
∂x1
∂s
+
∂f
∂x2
∂x2
∂s
+ · · ·+ ∂f
∂xn
∂xn
∂s
.
Proof. Consult chapter 13 section 5 of [16].
Remark A.8. The chain rule for one variable given by Theorem A.6 can be proved
by linearizing the Taylor-series expansion of a function f(x(t), t) about a point t +
∆t; it is important to note that it is invariant with the choice of coordinate system
and therefore provides a measure of total variance of a function with respect to an
independent variable, commonly time. Similarly, the chain rule for two variables given
by Corollary A.7 can be proved by linearizing the Taylor-series expansion of a function
f(x(s, t), s, t) about the points t+ ∆t and s+ ∆s.
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Remark A.9. The chain rule for one independent variable is widely used in the
field of continuum mechanics, which specifies that a variable F = F (h, t) in the
Lagrangian frame of reference defined from an initial-coordinate vector h at time
t = 0 has a counterpart f = f(x, t) in the Eulerian frame at the current-coordinate
vector x = x(h, t). In addition, the function x is defined such that a continuously-
differentiable mapping back to initial coordinate h exists for all t, thereby ensuring
that x(h, t) may be inverted for the vector function h = h(x, t). Therefore, F (h, t) =
f(x(h, t), t). and f(x, t) = F (h(x, t), t). Using the fact that the value of h = h(x, t)
will be identical at each instant t, the derivative of the function F with respect to t
is given simply by26
dF
dt
= F˙ (t).
However, the position of a point in the continuum will vary with time, and so x = x(t).
Therefore, the derivative of the function f with respect to t is in this case given by
df
dt
= f˙(x, t) =
∂f
∂t
dt
dt
+
∂f
∂x
dx
dt
,
which taken in combination with scalar-gradient Definition A.5 and velocity-vector
x˙ = u = [x˙ y˙ z˙]
ᵀ
suggest the notation
f˙ =
∂f
∂t
+ u · ∇f.
This relation has been used often enough that it has been given many other names,
including the substantial, convective, Lagrangian, material or total derivative, among
others. Additionally, the complete change in the state of f described by the relation
f˙ is referred to as convection; for example, Fourier’s law of heat conduction is spec-
ified with a second-order diffusion operator L such that f˙ = Lu, and so convection
encompasses both advective and diffusive processes. Finally, the literature commonly
refers to the second term u · ∇f as the advective component due to the fact that it is
responsible for the transport of the quantity f at speed u.27
Theorem A.10 (First fundamental theorem of calculus). If a given function
f(x) is continuous within a closed interval [a, b] and F (x) is an anti-derivative or
indefinite integral of f(x), then∫ b
a
f(x) dx = F (b)− F (a).
Proof. Consult chapter 4 section 4 of [16].
Theorem A.11 (Second fundamental theorem of calculus). If f(x) is a contin-
uous function within an open interval (a, b), an anti-derivative or indefinite integral
F (x) is defined as
F (x) =
∫ x
a
f(t) dt with inverse
dF
dx
= f(x)
at each point in x ∈ (a, b).
26The overhead-dot notation ( ˙ ) was first used by [25] to specifically denote differentiation with
respect to time. Other rates of change are denoted herein by the notation (˚); these quantities are
defined with relations for which chain-rule Theorem A.6 cannot be applied.
27The process of advection can be better understood by consideration of fundamental-conservation
equation Definition A.20 and continuity equation Definition A.21 and Definition A.22.
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Proof. Consult chapter 4 section 4 of [16].
The ice-sheet surface can be completely described using the following theorem:
Theorem A.12 (Gradient of an implicit surface is normal to boundary). Con-
sider a differentiable surface Γ = Γ (x) ∈ R3 with curvature entirely represented by
a differentiable function z = S(x, y) ∈ R2 with tangent surface ∇S in the xy plane.
The surface Γ can be represented implicitly as
F (x) = |z − S(x, y)| = 0 =
{
S(x, y)− z = 0
z − S(x, y) = 0 ,
and possesses the property that ∇F · ∇S = 0; that is, the gradient of F is normal to
the surface S.
Proof. Let the vector-valued function s = s(x(t)) represent an arbitrary curve
lying on the surface z = S(x, y) for all t. Then F (s(t)) = 0 for all t and application
of the chain rule (cf. Theorem A.6) yields
dF
dt
=
∂F
∂x
dx
dt
+
∂F
∂y
dy
dt
+
∂F
∂z
dz
dt
= 0.
Using the facts that dtx = ∂xS, dty = ∂yS, and dtz = ∂zS = 0, gradient notation
∇f = [∂xf ∂yf ∂zf ]ᵀ (cf. Definition A.5) yields Theorem A.12.
When the boundary Γ of a volume Ω can be decomposed into two surfaces, one
coordinate can be eliminated from the normal vector using Theorem A.12, as follows:
Definition A.13 (Outward-pointing unit-normal vector). Consider a body Ω(x, t) ∈
R3 with differentiable surface Γ = ∂Ω(x, t) composed of two surfaces ΓS and ΓB where
ΓS ∪ ΓB = Γ and ΓS ∩ ΓB = ∅. Decompose Γ using intrinsically-defined upper and
lower surfaces (cf. Theorem A.12)
FS(x, t) = z − S(x, y, t) = 0 and FB(x, t) = B(x, y, t)− z = 0
for some pair of functions S,B ∈ R2 defined such that B ≤ S for all x, y, and t.
It follows that the gradient of the upper and lower surface at any instant t is given
by ∇FS = kˆ − ∇S and ∇FB = ∇B − kˆ, where kˆ is the unit vector pointing in the
direction of increasing z coordinate. The outward-pointing unit-normal vectors over
these surfaces are respectively
nˆS =
∇FS
‖∇FS‖ and nˆB =
∇FB
‖∇FB‖ ,
with gradient magnitudes given by the L2(Γ ) norm; i.e.,
‖∇FS(x)‖ =
(
kˆ · kˆ − 2kˆ · ∇S +∇S · ∇S
) 1
2
=
(
1 +
(
∂S
∂x
)2
+
(
∂S
∂y
)2) 12
‖∇FB(x)‖ =
(
∇B · ∇B − 2kˆ · ∇B + kˆ · kˆ
) 1
2
=
(
1 +
(
∂B
∂x
)2
+
(
∂B
∂y
)2) 12
,
where ∂zS = ∂zB = 0 and kˆ · kˆ = 1 has been used.
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The following theorem illuminates the fact that the implicit surface-gradient
norms defined in Definition A.13 are integral to the concept of surface area:
Theorem A.14 (Area of an implicit surface). For a continuous and differen-
tiable function S = S(x, y) ∈ R2 defined within a region R in the xy plane, the area
of the surface S given by the implicit surface defined by Theorem A.12 is
A =
∫
R
dS =
∫
R
‖kˆ −∇S‖ dR ≈
n∑
i=1
‖kˆ −∇Si‖∆xi∆yi,
for a discretization of R into n rectangles with dimensions ∆xi and height ∆yi for all
i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Proof. A region Ai of an arbitrary parallelogram i of the surface discretization S
defined in Theorem A.14 have sides given by the vectors ui =
[
∆xi 0 ∆xi∂xSi
]ᵀ
,
and vi =
[
0 ∆yi ∆yi∂ySi
]ᵀ
. Hence the area of Ai is given by
‖ui × vi‖ =
(
1 +
(
∂Si
∂x
)2
+
(
∂Si
∂y
)2) 12
∆xi∆yi.
Using the normal-vector magnitude of Definition A.13, summing over all i parallelo-
grams, and taking the limit as ∆xi,∆yi → 0 produces Theorem A.14.
Theorem A.15 (Leibniz’s rule). Leibniz formula, referred to as Leibniz’s rule
for differentiating an integral with respect to a parameter that appears in the integrand
and in the limits of integration, states that if f(x, y) and ∂xf(x, y) are both continuous
over the finite domain y ∈ [a(x), b(x)],
d
dx
∫ b(x)
a(x)
f(x, y) dy =
∫ b(x)
a(x)
∂f
∂x
(x, y) dy + f(x, b(x))
db
dx
− f(x, a(x)) da
dx
.
Proof. Let
I(x, a(x), b(x)) =
∫ b(x)
a(x)
f(x, y) dy.
Using one-variable chain rule Theorem A.6, the derivative of I with respect to x is
dI
dx
=
∂I
∂x
dx
dx
+
∂I
∂a
da
dx
+
∂I
∂b
db
dx
.
Next, due to the fact that integration is performed over the coordinate y, the linear
operations of partial-x differentiation and integration over y may be safely exchanged.
That is,
∂I
∂x
= lim
∆x→0
1
∆x
(∫ b(x)
a(x)
f(x+ ∆x, y) dy −
∫ b(x)
a(x)
f(x, y) dy
)
= lim
∆x→0
∫ b(x)
a(x)
(
f(x+ ∆x, y)− f(x, y)
∆x
)
dy =
∫ b(x)
a(x)
∂f
∂x
(x, y) dy.
Next, using first fundamental theorem of calculus Theorem A.10, if F (x, y) is the
indefinite integral of f(x, y) with respect to y on y ∈ [a, b],
∂I
∂a
=
∂
∂a
[
F (x, b(x))− F (x, a(x))
]
= − ∂
∂a
F (x, a(x))
∂I
∂b
=
∂
∂b
[
F (x, b(x))− F (x, a(x))
]
= +
∂
∂b
F (x, b(x)),
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and using second fundamental theorem of calculus Theorem A.11,
∂
∂a
F (x, y)
∣∣∣∣
y=a
=
(
∂F
∂y
∂y
∂a
)
y=a
= f(x, a(x))
∂
∂b
F (x, y)
∣∣∣∣
y=b
=
(
∂F
∂y
∂y
∂b
)
y=b
= f(x, b(x)).
Combining the above relations results in Theorem A.15.
Corollary A.16 (Leibniz’s rule for two independent variables). If a function
f = f(x, y, z) and ∂xf are both continuous over a finite domain z ∈ [a(x, y), b(x, y)],
∂
∂x
∫ b(x,y)
a(x,y)
f(x, y, z) dz = +
∫ b(x,y)
a(x,y)
∂f
∂x
(x, y, z) dz
+ f(x, y, b(x, y))
∂b
∂x
− f(x, y, a(x, y))∂a
∂x
.
Proof. Let
I(x, y, a(x, y), b(x, y)) =
∫ b(x,y)
a(x,y)
f(x, y, z) dz.
Using the one-variable chain rule (cf. Theorem A.6), the derivative of I with respect
to x is
dI
dx
=
∂I
∂x
dx
dx
+
∂I
∂y
dy
dx
+
∂I
∂a
da
dx
+
∂I
∂b
db
dx
.
Due to the fact that integration is performed over the coordinate z, the linear opera-
tions of partial-x differentiation and integration over z may be safely exchanged (cf.
Theorem A.15), such that
∂I
∂x
=
∫ b(x,y)
a(x,y)
∂f
∂x
(x, y, z) dy.
Using the first fundamental theorem of calculus (cf. Theorem A.10), if F (x, y, z) is
the indefinite integral of f(x, y, z) with respect to z over z ∈ [a, b],
∂I
∂a
=
∂
∂a
[
F (x, y, b))− F (x, y, a)
]
= − ∂
∂a
F (x, y, a)
∂I
∂b
=
∂
∂b
[
F (x, y, b))− F (x, y, a)
]
= +
∂
∂b
F (x, y, b),
and using the second fundamental theorem of calculus (cf. Theorem A.11),
∂
∂a
F (x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣
z=a
=
(
∂F
∂z
∂z
∂a
)
z=a
= f(x, y, a(x, y))
∂
∂b
F (x, y, z)
∣∣∣∣
z=b
=
(
∂F
∂z
∂z
∂b
)
z=b
= f(x, y, b(x, y)).
Combining the above relations with the facts that dxy = 0, dxb = ∂xb, dxa = ∂xa,
and dxI = ∂xI produces Corollary A.16.
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Theorem A.17 (Divergence theorem). The integral of the divergence of a differentiable-
vector-field j within an open and bounded volume Ω = Ω(x) is equal to the integral of
the outward flux of the vector field across the surface of the volume ∂Ω = Γ (x):∫
Ω
∇ · j dΩ =
∫
Γ
j · nˆ dΓ.
Proof. Consult chapter 15 section 7 of [16].
Theorem A.18 (Reynolds transport theorem). Within an arbitrary time-evolving
volume Ω = Ω(x, t) ∈ R3 with boundary ∂Ω = Γ (x, t), Leibniz’s rule in three
dimensions—better known in continuum mechanics as Reynolds transport theorem
[31]—states that for a given continuous quantity φ,
d
dt
∫
Ω(t)
φ dΩ(t) =
∫
Ω(t)
∂φ
∂t
dΩ(t) +
∫
Γ (t)
φw · nˆ dΓ (t),
where w is the velocity of surface Γ and nˆ is the outward-facing unit-normal vector
for Γ .
Proof. Consult chapter III section 4 of [33].
Corollary A.19. If the volume defined in Theorem A.18 remains constant—i.
e., if Ω = Ω(x), ∂Ω = Γ (x) and w = 0—Reynolds-transport Theorem A.18 reduces
to
d
dt
∫
Ω
φ dΩ =
∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
dΩ.
Proof. Time-invariant volumes are characterized by w = 0 on Γ and therefore∫
Γ
φw · nˆ dΓ = 0; this expression applied to Theorem A.18 yields Corollary A.19.
Definition A.20 (Fundamental conservation equation). Consider an arbitrary
fixed volume Ωe = Ωe(x) ⊂ Ω(x, t) with boundary ∂Ωe = Γ e(x) and quantity φ =
φ(x, t). Then
the total
rate of change
of quantity φ
in Ωe
=
the inward flux
of φ across the
boundary Γ e
+
the generation
of quantity φ
within Ωe
,
or mathematically, the fundamental-conservation equation
d
dt
∫
Ωe
φ dΩe = −
∫
Γ e
(
φu+ j
) · nˆ dΓ e + ∫
Ωe
f˚ dΩe,
with volumetric-source term f˚ , material velocity u, advective flux φu, non-advective
flux j, and outward-pointing unit-normal vector nˆ.
Definition A.21 (Differential continuity equation in conservative form). Pro-
vided that the quantity φ is differentiable, applying Reynolds transport Corollary A.19
to the time-derivative term and divergence Theorem A.17 to the surface integral of
Definition A.20 results in∫
Ωe
∂φ
∂t
dΩe +
∫
Ωe
∇ · (φu+ j) dΩe = ∫
Ωe
f˚ dΩe.
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Therefore, due to the fact that the domain Ωe ⊂ Ω was taken arbitrarily and by
linearity of the integral operator, the continuity equation in conservative form is given
by
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · (φu+ j) = f˚ in Ω.
Definition A.22 (Differential continuity equation in non-conservative form).
The advective-flux divergence term in Definition A.21 can be expanded using the
differential-product rule28 to
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ+ φ∇ · u+∇ · j = f˚ in Ω.
This can be then be reduced by applying chain rule Theorem A.6 to get the continuity
equation in non-conservative form
dφ
dt
+ φ∇ · u+∇ · j = f˚ in Ω.
Continuity equation Definition A.21 is so named for the fact that in its derivation
the quantity φ had been required to not contain discontinuities within the domain Ω;
this is needed in order to apply the divergence theorem (cf. Theorem A.17) which
is applicable for continuous material properties only. In addition, while the integral
statement of conservation used in its derivation (cf. Definition A.20) does not utilize
the divergence theorem and thus does not require the material be continuous within
Ω, additional theory is required in order to state an analogous integral relation for
discontinuous media. Materials which contain discontinuous properties are charac-
terized by singular surfaces; these are the interfaces across which a jump in material
properties exists. The following operator will simplify future notation:
Definition A.23 (Jump discontinuity). Consider a volume Ω− = Ω−(x) ∈ R3
with boundary Γ− = ∂Ω−(x) and outward-pointing unit-normal vector nˆ− in contact
with another volume Ω+ = Ω+(x) ∈ R3 with boundary Γ+ = ∂Ω+(x) and outward-
pointing unit-normal vector nˆ+ (cf. Figure 1). The jump of a scalar quantity φ = φ(x)
and vector quantity φ = φ(x) across the shared boundary Σ = Γ+∩Γ− are respectively
JφK = φ−nˆ− + φ+nˆ+ and qφy = φ− · nˆ− + φ+ · nˆ+,
where the normal vectors satisfy nˆ+ = −nˆ− for all x ∈ Σ.
Hence a scalar material property φ is discontinuous across a surface Σ whenJφK 6= 0. Jump discontinuity Definition A.23 can be used to neatly describe the
divergence theorem for discontinuous media, as follows:
Theorem A.24 (Discontinuous divergence). The integral of the divergence of a
vector field j = j(x, t) possessing a discontinuity along a surface Σ within an open
and bounded volume Ω = Ω(x, t) with exterior surface Γ is given by∫
Γ
j · nˆ dΓ =
∫
Ω
∇ · j dΩ −
∫
Σ
q
j
y
dΣ,
where the jump operator J·K is given by Definition A.23.
28∇ · (φu) = u · ∇φ+ φ∇ · u
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Proof. Applying the continuous divergence theorem (cf. Theorem A.17) to both
regions and taking the sum yields∫
Ω
(∇ · j− +∇ · j+) dΩ = ∫
Γ
(
j− · nˆ− + j+ · nˆ+) dΓ + ∫
Σ
(
j− · nˆ− + j+ · nˆ+) dΣ.
Making use of the facts that j+ = 0 in Ω−, and j− = 0 in Ω+,∫
Ω
∇ · j dΩ =
∫
Γ
j · nˆ dΓ +
∫
Σ
(
j− · nˆ− + j+ · nˆ+) dΣ.
Finally, applying jump discontinuity Definition A.23 and rearranging terms results in
Theorem A.24.
Discontinuous divergence Theorem A.24 may be used to relate the total rate of
change of an integrated quantity which contains an evolving discontinuity surface via
the following theorem:
Theorem A.25 (Generalized Reynolds transport). Within an arbitrary time-
evolving volume Ω = Ω(x, t) with exterior surface Γ , a quantity φ = φ(x, t) discon-
tinuous across a surface Σ ∈ Ω will obey
d
dt
∫
Ω
φ dΩ =
∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Γ
φw · nˆ dΓ +
∫
Σ
JφwK dΣ,
where w = w(x, t) is the propagation velocity of exterior surface Γ and discontinuity
surface Σ; vector nˆ is the outward-facing-unit normal; and the jump operator J·K is
given by Definition A.23.
Proof. Applying the continuous form of Reynolds transport theorem (cf. Theo-
rem A.18) to both regions and taking the sum results in
d
dt
∫
Ω
(
φ− + φ+
)
dΩ = +
∫
Ω
(
∂φ−
∂t
+
∂φ+
∂t
)
dΩ
+
∫
Γ
(
φ−w− · nˆ− + φ+w+ · nˆ+) dΓ
+
∫
Σ
(
φ−w− · nˆ− + φ+w+ · nˆ+) dΣ.
Using the facts that φ+ = 0 in Ω− and φ− = 0 in Ω+,
d
dt
∫
Ω
φ dΩ =
∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Γ
φw · nˆ dΓ +
∫
Σ
(
φ−w− · nˆ− + φ+w+ · nˆ+) dΣ.
Finally, applying jump discontinuity Definition A.23 with φ = φw results in Theo-
rem A.25.
Corollary A.26. If the outer surface of the volume defined in Theorem A.25
remains constant—i.e., if Ω = Ω(x) and Γ = ∂Ω(x)—generalized Reynolds transport
Theorem A.25 reduces to
d
dt
∫
Ω
φ dΩ =
∫
Ω
∂φ
∂t
dΩ +
∫
Σ
JφwK dΣ.
Proof. A time-invariant volume Ω implies that w = 0 on Γ and therefore
∫
Γ
φw ·
nˆ dΓ = 0, which substituted into Theorem A.25 produces the result.
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A surface Γ may have a surface velocity w with non-zero magnitude and also
satisfy the conditions of Corollary A.26; this will happen, for example, if the surface
velocity w is everywhere tangential to Γ—meaning w⊥ = (w · nˆ) nˆ = 0—such as a
rigid ball rolling down an inclined plane. In this case, all points on the surface Γ
will move relative to a stationary observer with identical velocity, while the volume
of Ω remains constant. Ice sheets and glaciers may also have a non-zero-surface
velocity with constant volume, but in this case volume equilibrium will depend on
accumulation and ablation along the ice-sheet exterior. In order to quantify this
relation, a generalization of the integral conservation equation (cf. Definition A.20)
for discontinuous media must be formulated, as follows:
Definition A.27 (Generalized conservation equation). Consider an arbitrarily-
fixed volume Ωe(x) ⊂ Ω(x, t) with boundary Γ e = ∂Ωe(x) and discontinuous field
φ = φ(x, t) across a surface Σ ∈ Ω. Then
the total
rate of change
of quantity φ
within Ωe
=
the inward flux
of φ across the
boundary Γ e
+
the generation
or depletion
of quantity φ
within Ωe
+
fluctuations
of quantity φ
on Σe.
Mathematically, this is the generalized-conservation equation
d
dt
∫
Ωe
φ dΩe = −
∫
Γ e
(
φu+ j
) · nˆ dΓ e + ∫
Ωe
f˚Ω dΩ
e +
∫
Σe
f˚Σ dΣ
e,
with volumetric-source term f˚Ω, surface-source term f˚Σ, material velocity u, advective
flux φu, non-advective flux j, and outward-pointing unit-normal vector nˆ.
Remark A.28. The velocity u of Definition A.27 is the velocity of a material
flowing within or through Ωe, while the velocity w of Theorem A.25 is the velocity of
the outer material surface Γ or discontinuity surface Σ. In the event that the quantity
of interest φ is the material density ρ, regions where the surface Γ e of Definition A.27
intersects the outer surface Γ will have u = w in the event that mass is not gained or
lost along Γ . However, if there is an additional fluctuation of mass unrelated to the
fluid velocity u along Γ ∩ Γ e, there will clearly be a vector with non-zero magnitude
defined by the difference r = w − u with ‖r‖ 6= 0 on Γ ∩ Γ e.
The addition of the source term f˚Σ to the right-hand side of Definition A.27
accounts for the additional fluctuations in quantity φ due to interaction between
the materials on either side of Σe. In the context of ice sheets, this term represents
interactions between the ice sheet and its environment or discontinuities within the ice
interior. Interior discontinuity surfaces exist at glacier flow margins, where fractures
have occurred due to extreme levels of stress, crevasses29, etc. However, the transition
from compacted snow—referred to as firn—to solid ice is gradual such that bothJρK = JuK = 0, and is therefore not discontinuous.
The transition between cold ice—which is entirely frozen—and temperate ice
containing water has been considered discontinuous, such that JρK 6= 0 and JuK = 0 (cf.
[10]). This assumption implies that cold ice may present an impenetrable boundary to
water flowing from the temperate ice mixture. Unlike the clearly-defined ice and ice-
free boundary, it is natural to assume that the transition between cold and temperate
29Crevasses are defined as interior regions of the ice containing non-ice material; as such, these
areas may be designated as exterior discontinuities.
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ice is gradual; for example, micro cavities or imperfections in the ice represent a
medium from which water may flow. Furthermore, water located between ice-grain
boundaries will freeze from the grain surface into the center of the water cavity; on
average, the density of this ice-water mixture will be characterized by a smooth density
gradient, and therefore one may consider the possibility that JρK = 0 at this surface.30
Regardless, the following theorem is used to define the boundary conditions for any
quantity from either interior or exterior domain at the material interface Σ:
Theorem A.29 (Discontinuity equation). A field φ = φ(x, t) defined within
an arbitrarily-fixed volume Ωe(x) ⊂ Ω(x, t) with boundary Γ e = ∂Ωe(x) which is
differentiable everywhere except possibly across Σe ∈ Ωe will satisfy the discontinuity
equation q
φ (u− w) + jy = −f˚Σ on Σe,
with material velocity u, Σe-surface velocity w, non-advective flux j, source of φ on
Σe denoted f˚Σ which is positive for increasing φ and negative for decreasing φ, and
jump operator J·K given by Definition A.23.
Proof. Decompose the volume Ωe along the discontinuity surface Σe such that
Ωe = Ωe
− ∪ Ωe+ , Ωe− ∩ Ωe+ = ∅ and Σe = ∂Ωe− ∩ ∂Ωe+ (Figure 1). Applying
generalized Reynolds transport Corollary A.26 to the left-hand side of generalized
conservation equation Definition A.27 yields∫
Ωe
∂φ
∂t
dΩe +
∫
Σe
JφwK dΣe = −∫
Γ e
(
φu+ j
) · nˆ dΓ e + ∫
Ωe
f˚Ω dΩ
e +
∫
Σe
f˚Σ dΣ
e.
Applying discontinuous divergence Theorem A.24 to the surface integral on the right-
hand side and rearranging terms results in the integral discontinuity equation∫
Ωe
[
∂φ
∂t
+∇ · (φu+ j)− f˚Ω] dΩe = ∫
Σe
(q
φ (u− w) + jy+ f˚Σ)dΣe.
Finally, recall that continuity equation Definition A.21 demands that the left-hand
side of this relation be zero over regions Ωe
±
; coupling this with the fact that the
integration domain Σe was arbitrarily chosen, the integrand of the right-hand side is
zero, thus implying Theorem A.29.31
Remark A.30. Clearly, Theorem A.29 also applies for material properties φ that
are continuous across Σe; such properties satisfy Theorem A.29 with f˚Σ = 0. Note
that Theorem A.29 provide the boundary conditions for φ± stated as functions of
the material properties from the (∓) perspective—that is, u∓, w∓, and j∓—and the
source term f˚Σ , which may itself depend on any property from either (±) perspective.
All of the definitions and theorems presented in this section have been constructed
from pure mathematical reasoning—referred to as first-principle derivations—without
imposing assumptions, simplifications, or empirical relationships; hence these rela-
tions are exact and represent the ideal starting point for an analysis of conservation
properties of any given media, including ice sheets.
Appendix B. Analytic solution in R3.
This section provides all relevant calculations associated with section 6.
30Jump operator Definition A.23 represents the limiting values of a quantity near a surface.
31This result can also be obtained by taking the limit of the integral-discontinuity equation as the
volume V = |Ωe| → 0.
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B.1. Linear hyperbolic equation (6.9). The final y component of velocity uay
must satisfy incompressibility-relation (6.6). This section derives Equation (6.7)–(6.9)
in detail.
To begin, the following derivatives will be required:
∂H
∂x
=
∂S
∂x
− ∂B
∂x
(B.1)
∂H
∂t
=
∂S
∂t
− ∂B
∂t
(B.2)
∂ξB
∂x
=
1
H2
(
∂S
∂x
H − ∂H
∂x
(S − z)
)
(B.3)
∂ξB
∂z
= − 1
H
(B.4)
∂ξS
∂z
= +
1
H
(B.5)
∂uazS
∂z
=
∂uax
∂z
∂S
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂S
∂y
(B.6)
∂uazB
∂z
=
∂uax
∂z
∂B
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂B
∂y
.(B.7)
The derivative of analytic-z velocity (6.1) with respect to z is
∂uaz
∂z
=
∂ξS
∂z
uazS + ξS
∂uazS
∂z
+
∂ξB
∂z
uazB + ξB
∂uazB
∂z
,
and applying (B.4) and (B.5),
∂uaz
∂z
=
uazS
H
+ ξS
∂uazS
∂z
− u
a
zB
H
+ ξB
∂uazB
∂z
.
Expanding this relation using (6.3), (6.4), (B.6), and (B.7) produces
∂uaz
∂z
= +
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ + ∂S
∂t
+ uax
∂S
∂x
+ uay
∂S
∂y
)
− 1
H
(
‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂B
∂t
+ uax
∂B
∂x
+ uay
∂B
∂y
)
+ ξS
(
∂uax
∂z
∂S
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂S
∂y
)
+ ξB
(
∂uax
∂z
∂B
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂B
∂y
)
,
and applying (B.1) and (B.2),
∂uaz
∂z
= +
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
+ uay
∂H
∂y
)
+ ξS
(
∂uax
∂z
∂S
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂S
∂y
)
+ ξB
(
∂uax
∂z
∂B
∂x
+
∂uay
∂z
∂B
∂y
)
,
The derivative of analytic-x velocity uax defined by (6.5) with respect to z is calculated
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with the help of (B.4)
∂uax
∂z
= +
∂
∂z
(
(uaxS − uaxB)
(
1− ξλB
))
+
 
 
 ∂uaxB
∂z
=− (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂z
= + (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
1
H
which substituting into the above yields
∂uaz
∂z
= +
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
+ uay
∂H
∂y
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξSξλ−1B
1
H
∂S
∂x
+ ξS
∂uay
∂z
∂S
∂y
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
∂B
∂x
+ ξB
∂uay
∂z
∂B
∂y
,
which on rearrangement yields
∂uaz
∂z
= +
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
)
+
(
ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
)
∂uay
∂z
+
1
H
∂H
∂y
uay;
Equation (6.7) has thus been derived.
Differentiation of analytic-x velocity (6.5) with respect to x,
∂uax
∂x
= +
∂
∂x
(
(uaxS − uaxB)
(
1− ξλB
))
+
∂uaxB
∂x
= +
(
∂uaxS
∂x
− ∂u
a
xB
∂x
)(
1− ξλB
)− (uaxS − uaxB) ∂ξλB∂x + ∂uaxB∂x
= +
∂uaxS
∂x
−
 
 
 ∂uaxB
∂x
−
(
∂uaxS
∂x
− ∂u
a
xB
∂x
)
ξλB − (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂x
+
 
 
 ∂uaxB
∂x
= +
∂uaxS
∂x
−
(
∂uaxS
∂x
− ∂u
a
xB
∂x
)
ξλB − (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂x
= +
(
1− ξλB
) ∂uaxS
∂x
+ ξλB
∂uaxB
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂x
;
Equation (6.8) has thus been derived.
Therefore, combining mass-conservation relation (6.6) with velocity derivatives
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(6.7) and (6.8) produces
0 = +
∂uax
∂x
+
∂uaz
∂z
+
∂uay
∂y
= +
(
1− ξλB
) ∂uaxS
∂x
+ ξλB
∂uaxB
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λξλ−1B
∂ξB
∂x
+
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
)
+
(
ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
)
∂uay
∂z
+
1
H
∂H
∂y
uay +
∂uay
∂y
,
and using derivative (B.3) in place of ∂xξB,
0 = +
(
1− ξλB
) ∂uaxS
∂x
+ ξλB
∂uaxB
∂x
+
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
− H
ξB
∂ξB
∂x
)
+
(
ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
)
∂uay
∂z
+
1
H
∂H
∂y
uay +
∂uay
∂y
.
Isolating this relation with respect to uay yields
A+Guay +
∂uay
∂y
+ C
∂uay
∂z
= 0,
where
A(x, t) = +
(
1− ξλB
) ∂uaxS
∂x
+ ξλB
∂uaxB
∂x
+
1
H
(
−‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + ∂H
∂t
+ uax
∂H
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
− H
ξB
∂ξB
∂x
)
(B.8)
G(x, y, t) = +
1
H
∂H
∂y
(B.9)
C(x, t) = + ξS
∂S
∂y
+ ξB
∂B
∂y
.(B.10)
The coefficient A may be decomposed such that A(x, t) = A1(x, y, t) +A2(x, t) with
A1(x, y, t) = +
∂uaxS
∂x
+
1
H
(
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
)
(B.11)
and
A2(x, t) = + ξ
λ
B
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ uax
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λξλB
1
H
(
ξS
ξB
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
− H
ξB
∂ξB
∂x
)
.(B.12)
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Applying (6.2), (6.5), and (B.3) produces
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+
(
(uaxS − uaxB)
(
1−
(
S − z
H
)λ)
+ uaxB
)
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
((
z −B
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+
∂B
∂x
−
(
H2
S − z
)
1
H2
(
∂S
∂x
H − ∂H
∂x
(S − z)
))
.
Simplifying once,
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+
(
(uaxS − uaxB)
(
1−
(
S − z
H
)λ)
+ uaxB
)
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
(
z −B
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
(
1
S − z
)(
∂S
∂x
H − ∂H
∂x
(S − z)
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1−
(
S − z
H
)λ)
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ uaxB
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
(
z −B
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ(
1
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
,
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and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ (uaxS −uaxB)
1
H
∂H
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
+



uaxB
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
(
z −B
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ(
1
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ uaxS
1
H
∂H
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
(
z −B
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
− (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ(
1
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
.
Isolating the terms not dependent on z withinA1 and substituting ζ = (u
a
xS − uaxB)λ
(
S−z
H
)λ
,
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the elements of coefficient A given by (B.11) and (B.12) are now
A1(x, y, t) = +
∂uaxS
∂x
+
1
H
(
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
)
+ uaxS
1
H
∂H
∂x
(B.13)
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
(
− 1
λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
+
1
H
z −B
S − z
∂S
∂x
+
1
H
∂B
∂x
− 1
S − z
∂S
∂x
+
1
H
∂H
∂x
)
.(B.14)
Further simplification of the A2 coefficient,
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
(
− 1
λ
1
H
∂H
∂x
+
1
H
z −B
S − z
∂S
∂x
+


1
H
∂B
∂x
− 1
S − z
∂S
∂x
+
1
H
∂S
∂x
−


1
H
∂B
∂x
,
)
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
(
− 1
λ
1
H
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
+
1
H
z −B
S − z
∂S
∂x
− 1
S − z
∂S
∂x
+
1
H
∂S
∂x
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
((
− 1
λ
1
H
+
1
H
z −B
S − z −
1
S − z +
1
H
)
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
((
− 1
λ
1
H
S − z
S − z +
λ
λ
1
H
z −B
S − z −
λ
λ
H
H
1
S − z +
λ
λ
1
H
S − z
S − z
)
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
((−(S − z) + λ(z −B)− λH + λ(S − z)
λH(S − z)
)
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
((−S + z +λz −λB −λS +λB +λS −λz
λH(S − z)
)
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
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and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ ζ
((
z − S
λH(S − z)
)
∂S
∂x
+
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
.
Re-substitution of ζ = (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S−z
H
)λ
results in
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ(
z − S
λH(S − z)
)
∂S
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)λ
(
S − z
H
)λ(
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
so that simplifying again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+
(
S − z
H
)λ
(uaxS − uaxB) λ
(
z − S
λH(S − z)
)
∂S
∂x
+
(
S − z
H
)λ
(uaxS − uaxB) λ
(
1
λ
1
H
∂B
∂x
)
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(
S − z
H
)λ(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))
+
(
S − z
H
)λ(
z − S
H(S − z)
)
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
,
and again
A2(x, t) = +
(S − z)λ
Hλ
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))
+
(S − z)λ−1 (z − S)
Hλ+1
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
.
Therefore, combining (B.9), (B.10), (B.13), and (B.14) with A = A1 + A2, relation
(6.9) has been derived.
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B.2. Invariant coordinate (6.14). The relationship between the two right-
most differential terms from (6.13) can be stated as
dz
dy
=
1
H
(
z
∂H
∂y
+ S
∂B
∂y
−B∂S
∂y
)
dz
dy
− z
H
∂H
∂y
=
1
H
(
S
∂B
∂y
−B∂S
∂y
)
1
H
dz
dy
− z
H2
∂H
∂y
=
1
H2
(
S
∂B
∂y
−B∂S
∂y
)
1
H
dz
dy
− z
H2
∂H
∂y
=
1
H2
(
S
∂B
∂y
−B∂B
∂y
−B∂S
∂y
+B
∂B
∂y
)
1
H2
(
H
dz
dy
− z ∂H
∂y
)
=
1
H2
(
H
∂B
∂y
−B∂H
∂y
)
,
applying the differential quotient rule to both sides yields
∂
∂y
( z
H
)
=
∂
∂y
(
B
H
)
.
Integrating with respect to y produces relation (6.14).
B.3. Invariant coordinate (6.15). The relationship between the two left-most
differential terms from (6.13) can be stated as
duay
dy
= −A−Guay
duay
dy
+
uay
H
∂H
∂y
= −A
H
duay
dy
+ uay
∂H
∂y
= −HA
∂
∂y
(
Huay
)
= −HA,
which integrated with respect to y produces for some constant uy0,
Huay =−
∫
y
HA dy + uy0
=−
∫
y
HA1(x, y, t) dy −
∫
y
HA2(x, y, z, t) dy + uy0
=−
∫
y
H
[
∂uaxS
∂x
+

1
H
(
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
)
+ uaxS
1
H
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
H
[
(S − z)λ
Hλ
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
H
[
(S − z)λ−1 (z − S)
Hλ+1
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0.
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Simplifying this relation,
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(S − z)λ
Hλ−1
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(S − z)λ−1 (z − S)
Hλ
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0
and substituting z = z0H +B,
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(S − z0H −B)λ
Hλ−1
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(S − z0H −B)λ−1 (z0H +B − S)
Hλ
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0,
this can be further simplified to
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(H − z0H)λ
Hλ−1
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(H − z0H)λ−1 (z0H −H)
Hλ
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0,
and again
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
[
Hλ(1− z0)λ
Hλ−1
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(
1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
[
Hλ−1(1− z0)λ−1H(z0 − 1)
Hλ
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0,
and again
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
−
∫
y
[
(1− z0)λ
H−1
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
(

1
H
∂B
∂x
))]
dy
−
∫
y
[
Hλ(1− z0)λ−1(z0 − 1)
Hλ
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0,
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and again
Huay =−
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy
− (1− z0)λ
∫
y
[
H
(
∂uaxB
∂x
− ∂u
a
xS
∂x
)
+ (uaxS − uaxB)
∂B
∂x
]
dy
− (1− z0)λ−1(z0 − 1)
∫
y
[
(uaxS − uaxB)
∂S
∂x
]
dy + uy0
and substituting z0 = (z −B)/H produces (6.15).
B.4. Surface expressions (6.17). Evaluating expression (6.16) at the upper
surface,
uay(x, y, z = S, t) =−
1
H
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ + uaxS
∂H
∂x
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS)
=− 1
H
∫
y
[
∂
∂x
(HuaxS) +
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS)
=− 1
H
∫
y
[
∂
∂x
(HuaxS) +
∂H
∂t
− f˚
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS) .
(B.15)
Evaluating expression (6.16) at the lower surface,
uay(x, y, z = B, t) =−
1
H
∫
y
[



H
∂uaxS
∂x
+
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ +



uaxS
∂S
∂x
−



uaxS
∂B
∂x
]
dy
− 1
H
∫
y
[
H
∂uaxB
∂x
−



H
∂uaxS
∂x
+



uaxS
∂B
∂x
− uaxB
∂B
∂x
]
dy
+
1
H
∫
y
[



uaxS
∂S
∂x
− uaxB
∂S
∂x
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS)
=− 1
H
∫
y
[
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚ +H∂u
a
xB
∂x
+ uaxB
∂H
∂x
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS)
=− 1
H
∫
y
[
∂
∂x
(HuaxB) +
∂H
∂t
− ‖kˆ −∇S‖S˚ − ‖∇B − kˆ‖B˚
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS)
=− 1
H
∫
y
[
∂
∂x
(HuaxB) +
∂H
∂t
− f˚
]
dy − 1
H
ϑ (ξS) .
(B.16)
Therefore, setting ϑ(aS) = 0 and i = S,B, relations (B.15) and (B.16) imply relation
(6.17).
Appendix C. Python source code.
All source code used to generate the results of this work are provided in this
section.
Code Listing 1
Python source code used to generate Antarctica values in Tables 1 and 2.
from cslvr import *
from scipy.interpolate import interp2d
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# get the data :
bedmap2 = DataFactory.get_bedmap2 ()
bedmap1 = DataFactory.get_bedmap1 ()
# process the data :
db2 = DataInput(bedmap2)
db1 = DataInput(bedmap1)
# create interpolation object to convert to bedmap2 coordinates :
# surface accumulation /ablation in meters ice equivalent :
db2.interpolate_from_di(db1 , ’acca’, ’acca’, order=2)
db2.interpolate_from_di(db1 , ’accr’, ’accr’, order=2)
# retrieve the data just interpolated :
S_ring_a = db2.data[’acca’]
S_ring_r = db2.data[’accr’]
# set no data areas to zero :
db2.set_data_val(’S’, 32767 , 0.0)
db2.set_data_val(’B’, 32767 , 0.0)
# get geometry in meters :
S = db2.data[’S’]
B = db2.data[’B’]
# ice mask :
mask = db2.data[’mask’]
gradm = np.gradient(mask)
lat_mask = gradm[0]**2 + gradm[1]**2
lat_mask[lat_mask > 0.0] = 1.0
lat_mask[lat_mask < 1.0] = 0.0
# calculate surface gradient :
grad_S = np.gradient(S, db2.dx)
grad_B = np.gradient(B, db2.dx)
gS_n = np.sqrt(1 + grad_S[0]**2 + grad_S[1]**2)
gB_n = np.sqrt(1 + grad_B[0]**2 + grad_B[1]**2)
# horizontal resolution in square meters :
dx2 = db2.dx**2
# calculate surface area in the xy plane over entire grid :
A = dx2 * ones(np.shape(mask))
# do not include ice -free areas :
A[mask == 0] = 0
gS_n[mask == 0] = 0
gB_n[mask == 0] = 0
S_ring_a[mask == 0] = 0
S_ring_r[mask == 0] = 0
# or discontinuity at terminus :
A[lat_mask > 0] = 0
gS_n[lat_mask > 0] = 0
gB_n[lat_mask > 0] = 0
S_ring_a[lat_mask > 0] = 0
S_ring_r[lat_mask > 0] = 0
# calculate upper - and lower -surface areas in square meters :
A_xy = sum(A)
A_S = sum(gS_n) * dx2
A_B = sum(gB_n) * dx2
# calculate the error in surface -mass forcing in square meters per annum :
epsilon_a = sum( (gS_n - 1) * S_ring_a )
epsilon_r = sum( (gS_n - 1) * S_ring_r )
# error per square km of ice in the xy plane :
error_a = epsilon_a / A_xy * 1000.0**2
error_r = epsilon_r / A_xy * 1000.0**2
Code Listing 2
Python source code used to generate Antarctica Figures 3a and 3b.
from cslvr import *
from scipy.ndimage.filters import gaussian_filter
sigma = 2 # Gaussian filter standard deviation
filt = True # apply Gaussian filter?
# get the data :
bedmap2 = DataFactory.get_bedmap2 ()
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# process the data :
db2 = DataInput(bedmap2)
# reduce the size of the data to a box :
ll_lon = -90
ll_lat = -75
ur_lon = -20
ur_lat = -79
db2.reduce_size_to_box(ll_lon , ll_lat , ur_lon , ur_lat)
# set no data areas to zero :
db2.set_data_val("H", 32767 , 0.0)
db2.set_data_val(’S’, 32767 , 0.0)
db2.set_data_val(’B’, 32767 , 0.0)
# if we want to smooth the data :
if filt:
S = gaussian_filter(db2.data[’S’], sigma=sigma)
B = gaussian_filter(db2.data[’B’], sigma=sigma)
# otherwise just get the data :
else:
S = db2.data[’S’]
B = db2.data[’B’]
# calc thickness :
H = S - B
# ice mask :
mask = db2.data[’mask’]
# calculate upper -surface -normal magnitude :
grad_S = np.gradient(S, db2.dx)
gS_n = np.sqrt(grad_S[0]**2 + grad_S[1]**2)
# calculate lower -surface -normal magnitude :
grad_B = np.gradient(B, db2.dx)
gB_n = np.sqrt(grad_B[0]**2 + grad_B[1]**2)
# mask out regions outside the ice sheet domain :
gB_n[mask == 0] = np.nan
gS_n[mask == 0] = np.nan
# make the data visible to the bedmap2 datainput object :
db2.data[’grad_S ’] = gS_n
db2.data[’grad_B ’] = gB_n
# ===============================================================================
# plot the terms :
# colormap :
lin_cm = ’gist_yarg ’
# contour mask color and contour levels :
u2_c = ’#c1000e ’
u2_lvls = [0,1]
params = {’llcrnrlat ’ : ll_lat ,
’urcrnrlat ’ : ur_lat ,
’llcrnrlon ’ : ll_lon ,
’urcrnrlon ’ : ur_lon ,
’scale_color ’ : ’k’,
’scale_length ’ : 200 ,
’scale_loc ’ : 3,
’figsize ’ : (5.2,4),
’lat_interval ’ : 5,
’lon_interval ’ : 5,
’plot_grid ’ : False ,
’plot_scale ’ : True ,
’axes_color ’ : ’k’}
# upper -surface -normal magnitude :
S_lvls = np.array([nanmin(gS_n), 5e-4, 1e-3, 5e-3, 1e-2, 5e-2, nanmax(gS_n)])
plotIce(db2 , ’grad_S ’, name=’grad_S ’, direc=’images/’, cb_format=’%.1e’,
cmap=lin_cm , scale=’lin’, levels=S_lvls ,
drawcoastlines=False , extend=’neither ’, show=False , params=params ,
u2=’mask’, u2_levels=u2_lvls , u2_color=u2_c)
# lower -surface -normal magnitude :
B_lvls = np.array([nanmin(gB_n), 5e-4, 1e-3, 5e-3, 1e-2, 5e-2, nanmax(gB_n)])
plotIce(db2 , ’grad_B ’, name=’grad_B ’, direc=’images/’, cb_format=’%.1e’,
cmap=lin_cm , scale=’lin’, levels=B_lvls ,
drawcoastlines=False , extend=’neither ’, show=False , params=params ,
u2=’mask’, u2_levels=u2_lvls , u2_color=u2_c)
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Code Listing 3
Python source code used to generate Greenland Figures 3c and 3d.
from cslvr import *
# collect the raw data :
bedmach = DataFactory.get_bedmachine ()
# create data objects to use with varglas :
dbm = DataInput(bedmach)
ll_lon = -50
ll_lat = 68
ur_lon = -48
ur_lat = 70
# reduce the size of the data to a box :
dbm.reduce_size_to_box(ll_lon , ll_lat , ur_lon , ur_lat)
# get geometry :
S = dbm.data[’S’]
B = dbm.data[’B’]
# ice mask :
mask = dbm.data[’mask’]
# calculate upper -surface -normal magnitude :
grad_S = np.gradient(S, dbm.dx)
gS_n = np.sqrt(grad_S[0]**2 + grad_S[1]**2)
# calculate lower -surface -normal magnitude :
grad_B = np.gradient(B, dbm.dx)
gB_n = np.sqrt(grad_B[0]**2 + grad_B[1]**2)
# get the -500 m contour only within the main trench :
n500 = zeros(B.shape)
n500[B < -500] = 1
n500[B > -500] = 0
n500[880:,:] = 0
n500[mask == 0] = 1
dbm.data[’n500’] = n500
# mask out regions outside the ice sheet domain :
gB_n[mask == 0] = np.nan
gS_n[mask == 0] = np.nan
# make the data visible to the bedmap2 datainput object :
dbm.data[’grad_S ’] = gS_n
dbm.data[’grad_B ’] = gB_n
# ===============================================================================
# plot the terms :
# colormap :
lin_cm = ’gist_yarg ’
# contour mask color and contour levels :
u2_c = ’#c1000e ’
u2_lvls = [0,1]
# box coordinates :
ll_lon_b = -49.8
ll_lat_b = 68.90
ur_lon_b = -48.3
ur_lat_b = 69.40
params = {’llcrnrlat ’ : ll_lat_b ,
’urcrnrlat ’ : ur_lat_b ,
’llcrnrlon ’ : ll_lon_b ,
’urcrnrlon ’ : ur_lon_b ,
’scale_color ’ : ’k’,
’scale_length ’ : 50,
’scale_loc ’ : 1,
’figsize ’ : (5.2,4),
’lat_interval ’ : 0.05,
’lon_interval ’ : 0.25,
’plot_grid ’ : False ,
’plot_scale ’ : True ,
’axes_color ’ : ’k’}
# upper -surface -normal magnitude :
S_lvls = np.array([nanmin(gS_n), 1e-2, 2.5e-2, 5e-2, 1e-1, 5e-1, nanmax(gS_n)])
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plotIce(dbm , ’grad_S ’, name=’grad_S ’, direc=’images/’, cb_format=’%.1e’,
cmap=lin_cm , scale=’lin’, levels=S_lvls ,
drawcoastlines=True , extend=’neither ’, show=False , params=params ,
u2=’n500’, u2_levels=[0], u2_color=u2_c)
# lower -surface -normal magnitude :
B_lvls = np.array([nanmin(gB_n), 1e-2, 2.5e-2, 5e-2, 1e-1, 5e-1, nanmax(gB_n)])
params[’scale_color ’] = ’w’
plotIce(dbm , ’grad_B ’, name=’grad_B ’, direc=’images/’, cb_format=’%.1e’,
cmap=lin_cm , scale=’lin’, levels=B_lvls ,
drawcoastlines=True , extend=’neither ’, show=False , params=params ,
u2=’n500’, u2_levels=[0], u2_color=u2_c)
Code Listing 4
Python source code used to generate analytic-x component of velocity Figure 5.
from numpy import *
import matplotlib as mpl
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
mpl.rcParams[’font.family ’] = ’serif’
mpl.rcParams[’text.usetex ’] = True
# constants :
S = 0 # upper -surface height
B = -1 # lower -surface height
z = linspace(B, S, 1000) # z- coordinate vector
u_s = 1 # velocity at the upper surface
u_b = 0 # velocity at the lower surface
# array of deformation paramters :
lam_a = [1,2,4,8,16,32]
# array of colors for each lambda :
col_a = plt.cm.get_cmap(’gist_yarg ’)(linspace(0.2,1,len(lam_a)))
# relative -depth function :
def xi_b(S,B): return (S - z) / (S - B)
# create matplotlib figure and axes :
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(4,1.5))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111)
# plot the velocities :
for lam ,c in zip(lam_a[::-1], col_a[::-1]):
u = (u_s - u_b)* (1 - xi_b(S,B)**lam) + u_b
ax.plot(u,z, color=c, lw=2.0, label=r’$%i$’ % lam)
# adjust the figure properties to look nice :
yl = ax.set_ylabel(r’$z$’)
yl.set_rotation(0)
ax.set_xlabel(r’$u_x^{\mathrm{a}}$’)
ax.set_frame_on(False)
ax.xaxis.set_ticks_position(’none’)
ax.yaxis.set_ticks_position(’none’)
ax.set_xlim ((-0.05, 1.05))
ax.set_ylim ((-1.1, 0.1))
ax.grid()
box = ax.get_position ()
ax.set_position([box.x0, box.y0+0.2, box.width * 0.8, box.height*0.8])
leg = plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(1.05, 1.15), title=r’$\lambda=$’, loc=2)
leg.get_frame ().set_linewidth(0.0)
# save the figure :
plt.savefig(’../ images/analytic/u_ana.pdf’)
plt.close()
Code Listing 5
Python source code used to generate analytic solution Figure 6.
from sympy import symbols
from sympy.utilities.lambdify import lambdify , implemented_function
from fenics_viz import plot_variable , print_min_max , print_text
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import sympy as sp
import numpy as np
x, y, z = symbols(’x, y, z’)
a = 5.0 * sp.pi / 180 # surface slope in radians
L = 1.0 # width of domain (also 8000 , 10000 , 14000)
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b_bar = 0.5 # average ice thickness
amp = 0.1 # surface modulation amplitude
lam_x = 2 # deformation parameter in x direction
lam_y = 2 # deformation parameter in y direction
u_mag = 1.0 # average x component of velocity at the surf.
u_x_amp = 0.5 # x-velocity modulation amplitude
# upper surface :
def s(x,y):
return amp * sp.sin(3*sp.pi*x/L)
#return -x*sp.tan(a)
#return sp.Rational(0.0)
# lower surface
def b(x,y):
#return s(x,y) - b_bar
return s(x,y) - b_bar + amp * sp.sin(2*sp.pi*x/L)# * sp.sin(2*sp.pi*y/L)
# thickness :
def h(x,y):
return s(x,y) - b(x,y)
# relative depth :
def a_b(x,y,z):
return (s(x,y) - z) / h(x,y)
# relative depth :
def a_s(x,y,z):
return (z - b(x,y)) / h(x,y)
# x- derivative of relative depth :
def da_b_dx(x,y,z):
return a_b(x,y,z).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of relative depth :
def da_b_dy(x,y,z):
return a_b(x,y,z).diff(y, 1)
# x- derivative of upper surface
def dsdx(x,y):
return s(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of upper surface
def dsdy(x,y):
return s(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# x- derivative of lower surface
def dbdx(x,y):
return b(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of lower surface
def dbdy(x,y):
return b(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# x- derivative of thickness :
def dhdx(x,y):
return h(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of thickness :
def dhdy(x,y):
return h(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# rate of change of upper surface :
def dsdt(x,y):
return 3 * ((y - L/2)**2 - (x - L/2)**2)
# rate of change of lower surface :
def dbdt(x,y):
return sp.sin(sp.pi*x/L) * sp.sin(sp.pi*y/L)
# rate of change of thickness :
def dhdt(x,y):
return dsdt(x,y) - dbdt(x,y)
# upper -surface -mass balance :
def rhoring_s(x,y):
#return sp.Rational(1.0)
return sp.sin(4*sp.pi*x/L) * sp.sin(4*sp.pi*y/L)
# lower -surface -mass balance :
def rhoring_b(x,y):
return sp.sin(2*sp.pi*x/L) * sp.sin(2*sp.pi*y/L)
# outward -pointing -normal -vector magnitude at upper surface :
def n_mag_s(x,y):
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return sp.sqrt( 1 + dsdx(x,y)**2 + dsdy(x,y)**2)
# outward -pointing -normal -vector magnitude at lower surface :
def n_mag_b(x,y):
return sp.sqrt( 1 + dbdx(x,y)**2 + dbdy(x,y)**2)
# x-component of velocity at the upper surface :
def u_xs(x,y):
return u_mag - u_x_amp * sp.sin(2*sp.pi*x/L) * sp.sin(2*sp.pi*y/L)
# x-component of velocity at the lower surface :
def u_xb(x,y):
#return 0.5 * u_xs(x,y)
return 0.5*(u_mag - u_x_amp * sp.sin(3*sp.pi*x/L) * sp.sin(3*sp.pi*y/L))
# x- derivative of the x-component of velocity at the upper surface :
def du_xs_dx(x,y):
return u_xs(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of the x-component of velocity at the upper surface :
def du_xs_dy(x,y):
return u_xs(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# x- derivative of the x-component of velocity at the lower surface :
def du_xb_dx(x,y):
return u_xb(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of the x-component of velocity at the lower surface :
def du_xb_dy(x,y):
return u_xb(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# x-component of velocity :
def u_x(x,y,z):
return (u_xs(x,y) - u_xb(x,y)) * (1 - a_b(x,y,z)**lam_x) + u_xb(x,y)
# first integrand of u_y () :
def A_11h(x,y):
A_a = + h(x,y) * du_xs_dx(x,y) + dhdt(x,y) + u_xs(x,y) * dhdx(x,y)
return A_a
# possibly elliptic upper surface -mass -balance integrand of u_y () :
def A_12h(x,y):
A_a = - n_mag_s(x,y) * rhoring_s(x,y)
return A_a
# possibly elliptic lower surface -mass -balance integrand of u_y () :
def A_13h(x,y):
A_a = - n_mag_b(x,y) * rhoring_b(x,y)
return A_a
# fourth integrand of u_y () :
def A_2h(x,y):
A_a = + h(x,y) * (du_xb_dx(x,y) - du_xs_dx(x,y)) \
+ (u_xs(x,y) - u_xb(x,y)) * dbdx(x,y)
return A_a
# fifth integrand of u_y () :
def A_3h(x,y):
A_a = + (u_xs(x,y) - u_xb(x,y)) * dsdx(x,y)
return A_a
# y-component of velocity :
def u_y(x,y,z):
u_ya = - 1/h(x,y) * sp.integrate( A_11h(x,y), y) \
- 1/h(x,y) * sp.integrate( A_12h(x,y), y) \
- 1/h(x,y) * sp.integrate( A_13h(x,y), y) \
- 1/h(x,y) * (1 - a_s(x,y,z))**lam_x * sp.integrate( A_2h(x,y), y) \
- 1/h(x,y) * (1 - a_s(x,y,z))**(lam_x - 1) * (a_s(x,y,z) - 1) \
* sp.integrate( A_3h(x,y), y) \
#- 1/h(x,y) * a_s(x,y,z)** lam_y # an alternative
return u_ya
# z-component of velocity at the upper surface :
def u_zs(x,y,z):
return - n_mag_s(x,y) * rhoring_s(x,y) + dsdt(x,y) \
+ u_x(x,y,z) * dsdx(x,y) + u_y(x,y,z) * dsdy(x,y)
# z-component of velocity at the upper surface :
def u_zb(x,y,z):
return + n_mag_b(x,y) * rhoring_b(x,y) + dbdt(x,y) \
+ u_x(x,y,z) * dbdx(x,y) + u_y(x,y,z) * dbdy(x,y)
# z-component of velocity :
def u_z(x,y,z):
return a_s(x,y,z) * u_zs(x,y,z) + a_b(x,y,z) * u_zb(x,y,z)
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# x derivative of x-component of velocity :
def du_x_dx(x,y,z):
return u_x(x,y,z).diff(x, 1)
# y derivative of y-component of velocity :
def du_y_dy(x,y,z):
return u_y(x,y,z).diff(y, 1)
# z- derivative of z-component of velocity :
def du_z_dz(x,y,z):
return u_z(x,y,z).diff(z, 1)
# velocity divergence :
def div_u(x,y,z):
return du_x_dx(x,y,z) + du_y_dy(x,y,z) + du_z_dz(x,y,z)
# ===============================================================================
# R^3 mass balance :
# vertically -averaged x-component of velocity :
def u_xbar(x,y):
return 1/h(x,y) * sp.integrate( u_x(x,y,z), (z, b(x,y), s(x,y)))
# vertically -averaged y-component of velocity :
def u_ybar(x,y):
return 1/h(x,y) * sp.integrate( u_y(x,y,z), (z, b(x,y), s(x,y)))
# x- derivative of vertically - integrated x- component of velocity :
def du_xbar_dx(x,y):
return u_xbar(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of vertically - integrated x- component of velocity :
def du_xbar_dy(x,y):
return u_xbar(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# x- derivative of vertically - integrated y- component of velocity :
def du_ybar_dx(x,y):
return u_ybar(x,y).diff(x, 1)
# y- derivative of vertically - integrated y- component of velocity :
def du_ybar_dy(x,y):
return u_ybar(x,y).diff(y, 1)
# thickness flux :
def div_hu(x,y):
return + u_xbar(x,y) * dhdx(x,y) + u_ybar(x,y) * dhdy(x,y) \
+ h(x,y) * (du_xbar_dx(x,y) + du_ybar_dy(x,y))
# Leibniz ’s rule residual check :
def leibniz_resid(x,y):
return div_hu(x,y) + (u_xb(x,y) * dbdx(x,y) + u_yb(x,y) * dbdy(x,y)) \
- (u_xs(x,y) * dsdx(x,y) + u_ys(x,y) * dsdy(x,y))
# inverse method for calculating rho_ring_b :
def rhoring_b_inverse(x,y):
return (dhdt(x,y) + div_hu(x,y) - n_mag_s(x,y)*rhoring_s(x,y)) / n_mag_b(x,y)
# error in assuming a flat lower surface for deriving basal mass balance :
def epsilon_b(x,y):
return (n_mag_b(x,y) - 1) * rhoring_b_inverse(x,y)
# verify the solution before proceeding :
if div_u(x,y,z).simplify () != 0:
print_text(">>> DIV_U IS NOT ZERO <<<", ’red’, 1)
import sys
sys.exit(0)
# ===============================================================================
# create functions which evaluate the sympy expressions with numpy arrays :
S = lambdify ((x,y), s(x,y), "numpy")
B = lambdify ((x,y), b(x,y), "numpy")
H = lambdify ((x,y), h(x,y), "numpy")
dSdt = lambdify ((x,y), dsdt(x,y), "numpy")
dBdt = lambdify ((x,y), dbdt(x,y), "numpy")
dHdt = lambdify ((x,y), dhdt(x,y), "numpy")
n_mag_S = lambdify ((x,y), n_mag_s(x,y), "numpy")
n_mag_B = lambdify ((x,y), n_mag_b(x,y), "numpy")
U_xs = lambdify ((x,y), u_xs(x,y), "numpy")
U_xb = lambdify ((x,y), u_xb(x,y), "numpy")
U_y = lambdify ((x,y,z), u_y(x,y,z), "numpy")
U_z = lambdify ((x,y,z), u_z(x,y,z), "numpy")
rhoring_B = lambdify ((x,y), rhoring_b(x,y), "numpy")
rhoring_S = lambdify ((x,y), rhoring_s(x,y), "numpy")
div_Hu = lambdify ((x,y), div_hu(x,y), "numpy")
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rhoring_i = lambdify ((x,y), rhoring_b_inverse(x,y), "numpy")
# convert sympy to numpy :
nx = 1000
ny = 1000
# create a genreic box mesh , we’ll fit it to geometry below :
x_a = np.linspace(0, L, nx)
y_a = np.linspace(0, L, ny)
X,Y = np.meshgrid(x_a , y_a)
# ===============================================================================
# plot :
# where we’re going to save that sweet plot (run ‘pdfcrop ‘ on them aftewards):
plt_dir = ’../../ images/analytic/r3_mass_balance/’
plt_kwargs = {’direc’ : plt_dir ,
’coords ’ : (X,Y),
’cells’ : None ,
’figsize ’ : (3,3),
’cmap’ : ’viridis ’,#’RdGy ’,
’scale’ : ’lin’,
’numLvls ’ : 10,
’levels_2 ’ : None ,
’umin’ : None ,
’umax’ : None ,
’normalize_vec ’ : False ,
’plot_tp ’ : False ,
’tp_kwargs ’ : {’linestyle ’ : ’-’,
’lw’ : 1.0,
’color’ : ’k’,
’alpha’ : 0.5},
’show’ : False ,
’hide_x_tick_labels ’ : True ,
’hide_y_tick_labels ’ : True ,
’vertical_y_labels ’ : False ,
’vertical_y_label ’ : True ,
’xlabel ’ : ’’,#r’$x$ ’,
’ylabel ’ : ’’,#r’$y$ ’,
’equal_axes ’ : True ,
’title’ : None ,
’hide_axis ’ : False ,
’colorbar_loc ’ : ’right’,
’contour_type ’ : ’lines’,
’extend ’ : ’neither ’,
’ext’ : ’.pdf’,
’plot_quiver ’ : True ,
’quiver_kwargs ’ : {’pivot’ : ’middle ’,
’color’ : ’k’,
’alpha’ : 0.8,
’width’ : 0.004 ,
’headwidth ’ : 4.0,
’headlength ’ : 4.0,
’headaxislength ’ : 4.0},
’res’ : 150 ,
’cb’ : False ,
’cb_format ’ : ’%.1f’}
# this time , let ’s plot the topography like a topographic map :
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_ys’
plot_variable(u=U_y(X,Y,S(X,Y)), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_yb’
plot_variable(u=U_y(X,Y,B(X,Y)), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_xs’
plot_variable(u=U_xs(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_xb’
plot_variable(u=U_xb(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_zs’
plot_variable(u=U_z(X,Y,S(X,Y)), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’u_zb’
plot_variable(u=U_z(X,Y,B(X,Y)), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’rhoring_S ’
plot_variable(u=rhoring_S(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’rhoring_B ’
plot_variable(u=rhoring_B(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
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plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’rhoring_i ’
plot_variable(u=rhoring_i(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’div_Hu ’
plot_variable(u=div_Hu(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’S’
plot_variable(u=S(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’B’
plot_variable(u=B(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’H’
plot_variable(u=H(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’dsdt’
plot_variable(u=dSdt(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’dbdt’
plot_variable(u=dBdt(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’dhdt’
plot_variable(u=dHdt(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’n_mag_S ’
plot_variable(u=n_mag_S(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
plt_kwargs[’name’] = ’n_mag_B ’
plot_variable(u=n_mag_B(X,Y), **plt_kwargs)
